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ABSTRACT

This invention is based on the discovery that the type II
TGF~ receptor (RII) is a cancer suppressor gene which is
genetically inactivated (mutated) in approximately 25% of
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CANCER DIAGNOSIS AND THERAPY
BASED ON MUTATIONS IN TGF-~
RECEPTORS

It is still another object of this invention to provide
immunogenic compositions which elicit antibodies specifically reactive with cells expressing mutant forms of RII.
These and other objects are provided by one or more of the
following embodiments.
In one embodiment, this invention provides a diagnostic
method to aid in predicting prognosis of a colon or gastric
cancer patient comprising determining the quantity of functional type II receptor for TGF~ (RII) in cells from tumor
tissue of the patient, and comparing the quantity of RII in
tumor cells to the quantity of RII in non-neoplastic cells of
the patient, reduced RII in the tumor cells being indicative
of altered prognosis. In a particular embodiment, this invention provides a screening method to aid in classifying tumor
cell phenotype in a patient comprising determining the
presence or absence of functional RII receptor for TGF~ in
tumor tissue from the patient, the absence of functional RII
being indicative of carcinoma with replication errors (RER
phenotype). The screening method is preferably applied to
tumor tissue from endometrial cancer, ovarian cancer, gastric cancer, or pancreatic cancer, most preferably to colon
cancer.
In another embodiment, this invention provides a method
to aid in diagnosing cancer in a patient comprising detecting,
in the patient, a non-functional mutant form of a growth
regulatory gene, wherein the growth regulatory gene
encodes a type II receptor which is a member of a family of
serine/threonine receptors which bind members of a family
of TGF~-like factors or the wild-type of the growth regulatory gene contains repetitive DNA sequence motifs in the
coding region, presence of the non-functional mutant form
of the growth-regulatory gene being indicative of tumor
tissue or precancerous lesions in the patient. In a particular
embodiment, this invention provides a screening method to
aid in diagnosing cancer in a patient comprising determining
the presence or absence of functional RII receptor for TGF~
in tissue from the patient, the absence of functional RII
being indicative of tumor tissue or precancerous lesions in
the patient. In a particular embodiment, the screening
method comprises determining the presence or absence of
mutant forms of RII receptor for TGF~, preferably mutant
forms of RII encoded by RII cDNA altered by a mutation
selected from the group consisting of a two base pair
insertion of GT which occurs in a six base pair repeat
sequence GTGTGT at nucleotides 1931-1936 of the normal
RII sequence, deletion of one A base pair from a ten base
pair poly A sequence at nucleotides 709 to 718 of the normal
RII sequence, deletion of two A base pairs from a ten base
pair poly A sequence at nucleotides 709 to 718 of the normal
RII sequence, and addition of one or two A base pairs into
the ten base pair poly A sequence at nucleotides 709-718 of
the normal RII sequence. RII mutations arising from addition or deletion of one or two A bases within the poly A
sequence at nucleotides 709-718 encode truncated RII
related proteins that contain the RII ligand binding domain
but lack the RII membrane anchoring domain so that they
will be secreted from the cell into the blood.
Mutant RII may be detected by assays performed on
samples from the patient which may be samples from tumor
or normal tissue or samples of biological fluids, including
serum, plasma, effusions, ascites, urine, stool, cerebrospinal
fluid, semen, breast aspirates and fluids of ovarian origin.
Suitable assays include immunoassay using antibodies reactive with mutant RII or by assays sensitive to DNA or RNA
sequence. Truncated secreted mutant RII proteins may be
detected by their ability to bind to TGF~. Mutant RII
proteins may be detected by TGF~ binding to soluble

This application is a Continuation-In-Part of U.S. Ser.
No. 08/445,520 filed May 22, 1995, U.S. Pat. No. 5,866,323,
which is in turn a Continuation-In-Part of U.S. Ser. No.
08/417,867 filed Apr. 7, 1995, now abandoned.
The work leading to this invention was supported in part
by Grant Nos. CA38173, CA50457, CA51504, CA57208
and CA51183 from the National Institutes of Health. The
U.S. Government retains certain rights in this invention.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
1. Field of the Invention

This invention is concerned with diagnostic methods
which assist in classification of tumors by phenotype and
with therapeutic intervention tailored to particular tumor
phenotypes. In particular this invention concerns mutant
forms of type II receptors (RII) for transforming growth
factor beta (TGF~) which inactivate growth suppression by
TGF~, methods for detecting inactivation of TGF~ RII
receptor and therapeutic methods for restoring tumor suppression by restoring RII function.
2. Review of Related Art
TGF~ inhibits growth of multiple epithelial cell types, and
loss of this negative regulation is thought to contribute to
tumor development (Roberts, et al., 1990, In Peptide Growth
Factors and Their Receptors. Handbook of Experimental
Pharmacology, A. Roberts and M. Sporn, Eds., (SpringerVerlag, Heidelberg) pp. 419-472; Massague, J., 1990,Annu.
Rev. Cell Biol., 6:597; Moses, et al., 1990, Cell, 63:247;
Filmus, et al., 1993, Curr. Opin. Oneal., 5:123; Markowitz,
S., et al., 1994,J. Clin. Invest., 93:1005; Wu, S., et al., 1992,
J. Cell. Biol., 116:187; Wu, S., et al., 1993, Cell Growth
Differ., 4:115; Park, J., et al., 1994, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci.
U.S.A., 91:8772; Manning, et al., 1991, Oncogene, 6:1471;
Hoosein, N., et al., 1989, Exp. Cell Res., 181:442; Geiser, et
al., 1992, J. Biol. Chem., 267:2588). Previous studies have
demonstrated that TGF~ suppresses growth of certain cancer
cell lines, that antisense inhibition of TGF~ enhances the
tumorigenicity of weakly tumorigenic cancer cell lines, and
that certain tumor cells can become unresponsive to TGF~
(Markowitz, S., et al., 1994, J. Clin. Invest., 93:1005; Wu,
S., et al., 1992, J. Cell. Biol., 116:187; Wu, S., et al., 1993,
Cell Growth Differ., 4:115; Park, J., et al., 1994, Proc. Natl.
Acad. Sci. U.S.A., 91:8772; Manning, et al., 1991,
Oncogene, 6: 1471; Hoose in, N., et al., 1989, Exp. Cell Res.,
181:442; Geiser, et al., 1992, J. Biol. Chem., 267:2588).
The TGF~ growth inhibitory signal is transduced through
two receptors, type I (RI) and type II (RII) which function
as a heteromeric complex (Lin, et al., 1992, Cell, 68:775;
Moustakas, A, et al., 1993, J. Biol. Chem., 268:22215;
Wrana, J., et al., 1992, Cell, 71:1003).
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
It is an object of this invention to provide a method for
diagnosis or prognosis of cancer by detection of the absence
of functional TGF~ receptor RII in cells of a patient.
It is another object of this invention to provide a nucleotide sequence encoding a mutant form of RII, to provide
mutant RII protein and to provide antibodies specifically
immunoreactive with mutant RII.
It is yet another object of this invention to provide
therapeutic methods for treating tumors having inactive RII
by replacement gene therapy.
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proteins or abnormally sized proteins or reaction of such a
in a six base pair repeat sequence GTGTGT at nucleotides
1931-1936 of the normal RII sequence, or deletion or
soluble protein with antibody specific for the external
insertion of one or two A base-pairs in a ten base pair poly
domain of wild type RII. Alternatively, the presence of
A sequence at nucleotides 709 to 718 of the normal RII
mutant RII in a patient may be detected by immunoassays
which detect, in the patient, production of an antibody 5 sequence, comprising administering to the patient an immunogenic composition containing a mutant form of RII conresponse aimed against either the RII mutation or, due to
taining the same RII mutation as the tumor cells of the
breaking of immune tolerance, against other epitopes on the
patient.
native RII protein.
In yet another embodiment, this invention provides a
In yet another embodiment, this invention provides a
therapeutic method for treating a cancer patient, wherein
10
method to aid in diagnosing cancer in a patient comprising
neoplastic cells of the patient express a non-functional
detecting a mutant RII receptor for TGF~ in a sample of
mutant form of a growth regulatory gene, wherein the
biological fluid from the patient. The mutant form of RII
growth regulatory gene encodes a type II receptor which is
may be detected directly or it may be detected indirectly by
a member of a family of serine/threonine receptors which
detecting antibody immunologically reactive with the
bind members of a family of TGF~-like factors or the
mutant form of RII in a sample of biological fluid from the 15 wild-type of the growth regulatory gene contains repetitive
patient. The antibody immunologically reactive with mutant
DNA sequence motifs in the coding region, the method
RII receptor for TGF~ may also be immunologically reaccomprising administering to the patient an effective amount
tive with wild type RII receptor.
of an substance specifically immunoreactive with the nonfunctional mutant form of the growth regulatory gene
In another embodiment, this invention provides a heterologous polynucleotide, either DNA or RNA, comprising a 20 expressed by the neoplastic cells of the patient, the substance
being preferably antibodies specifically immunoreactive
nucleotide sequence encoding a mutant form of TGF~
with the growth regulatory gene or specific activated cytoreceptor RII, the mutation being addition or deletion of one
toxic immune cells. In a preferred embodiment, the theraor two adenosine base-pairs from a ten base-pair polypeutic method comprises administering a substance specifiadenosine sequence at nucleotides 709 to 718 of the normal
RII sequence, or preferably, a two base-pair insertion of GT 25 cally immunoreactive with RII, the type II receptor for
TGF~.
which occurs in a six base pair repeat sequence GTGTGT at
In still another embodiment, this invention provides a
nucleotides 1931-1936 of the normal RII sequence. In a
therapeutic method for treating a cancer patient, wherein
particular embodiment, this heterologous polynucleotide is
neoplastic cells of the patient express a non-functional
an expression vector which expresses an inactive mutant
form of RII.
30 mutant form of a growth regulatory gene, wherein the
growth regulatory gene encodes a type II receptor which is
In still another embodiment, this invention provides a
a member of a family of serine/threonine receptors which
therapeutic method for treating a cancer patient, wherein
bind members of a family of TGF~-like factors or the
neoplastic cells of the patient express a non-functional
wild-type of the growth regulatory gene contains repetitive
mutant form of a growth regulatory gene, wherein the
35 DNA sequence motifs in the wild-type coding region, the
growth regulatory gene encodes a type II receptor which is
method comprising administering to the patient a gene
a member of a family of serine/threonine receptors which
therapy vector encoding a functional form of the growth
bind members of a family of TGF~-like factors or the
regulatory gene expressed by the neoplastic cells of the
wild-type of the growth regulatory gene contains repetitive
patient the gene being operably linked to a promoter,
DNA sequence motifs in the coding region, the method 40 wherein said gene therapy vector is expressed in the patient
comprising administering to the patient an immunogenic
to produce a functional form of the growth regulatory gene
amount of an immunogenic composition comprising a nonexpressed by the neoplastic cells of the patient. In a parfunctional mutant form of the growth regulatory gene prodticular embodiment, this invention provides a therapeutic
uct or an expression vector encoding the same nonmethod for treating a patient having colon cancer of the RER
functional mutant form of the growth regulatory gene as the
45 phenotype comprising administering to the patient a gene
neoplastic cells of the patient. In a particular embodiment,
therapy vector encoding functional TGF~ receptor RII operthis invention provides a therapeutic method for treating a
ably linked to a promoter, wherein the gene therapy vector
colon or gastric cancer patient whose tumor expresses a
is expressed in the patient to produce functional RII.
mutant form of RII by administering to the patient an
In investigations to determine whether inactivation of
immunogenic amount of an expression vector encoding 50
TGF~ receptors is a mechanism by which human colon
mutant TGF~ receptor RII which is the same mutant form of
cancer cells lose responsiveness to TGF~, it was discovered
RII as expressed by the patient's tumor cells.
that RII receptors were inactivated in a subset of colon
In still another embodiment, this invention provides a
cancer cell lines. Surprisingly, RII inactivation was a commutant protein of human TGF~ receptor RII substantially
mon characteristic of tumor cells exhibiting microsatellite
free of other human proteins, the mutant RII protein having 55 instability (hereafter referred to as RER +, for "replication
a sequence encoded by RII cDNA altered by a mutation, the
errors"). Inactivation of RII, by frameshift mutations in
mutation being either deletion or insertion of one or two A
regions of small repeat sequences, appears to be a critical
base pairs in a ten base-pair poly A sequence at nucleotides
step in tumor progression, rather than a simple correlate of
709 to 718 of the normal RII sequence, or preferably, a two
the RER+phenotype.
base pair insertion of GT which occurs in a six base pair 60
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES
repeat sequence GTGTGT at nucleotides 1931-1936 of the
normal RII sequence. This invention also provides antibodFIG. lA shows expression of type RI and RII transcripts
ies specific for the mutant protein.
in RER+ and RER- colon cancer cell lines measured by
RNase protection assay.
In yet another embodiment, this invention provides a
FIGS. lB-1 and lB-2 show laser densitometric quantitatherapeutic method for treating a colon cancer patient, where 65
the patient's tumor cells express a mutant form of RII, the
tion of RII and RI transcript expression in 38 colon cancer
mutation being a two base pair insertion of GT which occurs
cell lines.
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FIG. 2 shows RII transcript expression in colon cancer
Papadopoulos, N., et al., 1994, Science, 263:1625; Bronner,
C., et al., 1994, Nature, 17:258; Fishel, R., et al., 1993, Cell,
xenografts measured by RNase protection assay.
75:1027; Leach, F., et al., 1993, ibid., 75:1215; and
FIGS. 3A-3B illustrate expression of cell surface TGF~
Nicolaides, N., et al., 1994, Nature, 371:75 for DNA repair
receptors in RER+ and RER- colon cancer cell lines measured by TGF~ binding studies. The VACO group of colon 5 defects) with a demonstrable pathophysiologic event. Small
repeat sequences in the RII gene appear to make it a
cancer cell lines are indicated by the prefix V. The two panels
favorable target for RER+ associated mutator mechanisms.
present results of two independent experiments.
The proliferative advantage of cells with inactivated RII
FIG. 4 shows mutant RII sequences in RER+ cell lines.
drives tumor progression forward once these cells are genMutant sequences shown are: VACO481, insertion of GT at 10 erated. This pathway for tumor progression may additionally
wild-type nucleotides 1931-1936; VACO457, one base
be operative in those non-colonic human malignancies in
deletion at wild-type nucleotides 709-718; RKO, two base
which the RER+ phenotype has also been detected, such as
pair deletion at wild-type nucleotides 709-718. VACO cell
endometrial cancer, ovarian cancer, gastric cancer, pancreatic cancer and other malignancies (reviewed in Eshleman,
lines are designated by the prefix V. The wild-type polyet al., 1995, in Willison, ed., "Current Opinion in Oncology,"
adenine sequence (bp 709-718) obtained from normal tissue
15 Current Science, Philadelphia, p. 83).
is displayed in lanes labeled N.
Tumor progression by RII inactivation may additionally
FIG. 5 shows detection of RII mutations in the hotspot at
be operative in other cancers, such as non-RER colon cancer
nucleotides 709-718 in gastric cancers. Size of wild type
or breast cancer, in which RII may be inactivated by
(wt) PCR product is indicated by the arrow, as are +1, -1,
mechanisms other than these specific RER associated mutaand -2 bp frameshifts. Shown are: control RII cDNA
20 tions. The diagnostic procedures for detecting inactivation
plasmid, RII mutants in gastric cancer cells lines SNU-1 and
of RII as described herein and the benefits of therapeutic
SNU-638, RII mutants in gastric cancer tumors T13 and
intervention aimed at restoring RII function provided below
T18, and wild type RII in gastric cancer cell line SNU-668.
will be applicable to these other cancers as well. In
particular, a substantial subset of human breast cancers lack
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF IBE
5 functional RII, and that lack of functional RII is particularly
2
INVENTION
characteristic of breast cancers which are positive for presTGF~ is a natural inhibitor of growth of human epithelial
ence of the estrogen receptor (ER+). RII inactivation in this
case may be via mechanisms other than by those mutations
cells. TGF~ is expressed by normal colon epithelium (Avery,
found typical of RER+ cancers (e.g. by other types of
A, et al., 1993, Brit. J. Cancer, 68: 137), by malignant colon
epithelium (Avery,A., et al., 1993) and by most colon cancer 30 mutations in either coding region or promoter sequences, or
by alternations in RII transcription regulation). The stratecell lines (Brattain, et al., 1994, Curr. Opin. Oneal., 6:77).
gies outlined below for cancer detection, diagnosis,
Exogenous addition of TGF~ has been shown to abolish the
prognosis, and treatment of tumors with absent (inactive)
proliferation of early colon neoplasms studied as cell lines
RII are applicable to these tumors as well. The same will
(Markowitz, S., et al., 1994, J. Clin. Invest., 93:1005). In
colon and in other cell types studied, inactivation of the 35 also be true for those minority of non-RER colon cancers in
which RII is inactivated.
TGF~ receptor RII permits escape from TGF~ mediated
growth inhibition (Geiser, et al., 1992, J. Biol. Chem.,
RII is one of a group of type II receptors which are
267:2588; Wrana, J., et al., 1992, Cell, 71:1003; Boyd, et al.,
members of the family of serine-threonine kinase receptors
1989, J. Biol. Chem., 264:2272; Laiho, et al., 1991, ibid.,
which bind to the family of ligands sharing structural
266:9108; Laiho, et al., 1990, ibid., 265:18518). The inven- 40 homology to TGF~. The TGF~ family of growth factors
tors have determined that restoring wild-type RII expression
includes TGF~s, activins, inhibins; Mullerian inhibitory
(by gene transfection) suppresses the in vivo tumorigenicity
substance (MIS), and the bone morphogenic proteins
of both receptor-negative breast and colon cancer cell lines.
(BMPs) as well as closely related members isolated from
non-mammalian species such as Drosophila and Xenopus.
The inventors have discovered that colon cancer cell lines
demonstrating high rates of microsatellite instability (RER +) 45 Because of the roles of these various factors in
differentiation, development and inhibition of cellular
also, unexpectedly, demonstrate mutations in the type II
proliferation, the factors may also be expected to be
TGF~ receptor (RII). Over 100 examples, due to three
involved in disruptions of regulatory functions which play a
different mutations, have been identified. Identical RII mutarole in determining the cancer genotype and phenotype.
tions were also detected RER+ gastric cancers. Mutations are
within small repeat sequences in the RII gene, are accom- 50
Each member in this family of growth factors carries out
panied by absence of cell surface RII receptors, and are
its activity by binding to and activating a receptor dimer
associated with mostly low levels of RII transcript. This
similar to the TGF~ type II and type I receptors. These
discovery links DNA repair defects with a pathophysiologic
constitute the type I and type II serine/threonine kinase
step in colon carcinogenesis, and defines a possible pathway
receptor subfamilies (Massague, et al., 1994, Trends in Cell
for progression of RER tumors, involving escape from 55 Biology, 4:173-178). Various type H receptors which have
been discovered in this family include Act R-II, Act R-IIB
TGF~ mediated growth control by RII mutation.
and C14 for activins, activins, and MIS, respectively. VariPrevious studies have demonstrated hypermutability in
ous type I receptors have been designated Act RIB, Act RI
RER+ cell lines, within both DNAmicrosatellites and within
(TSK 7L, Alk2, Rl), TSR-1 and T~R-1 which bind activins
expressed gene sequences (Aaltonen, L., et al., 1993,
Science, 260:812; Ionov, et al., 1993, Nature, 363:558; 60 and TGF~s. Mutations of either the type I or the type II
receptors in this family would result in a growth regulatory
Thibodeau, et al., 1993, Science, 260:816; Kim, et al., 1994,
dysfunction similar to that described for the TGF~ type II
Am. J. Pathol., 145:148; Eshleman, J., et al., 1995,
receptor (RII). Thus monitoring these members of the recepOncogene, 10:33). The type II TGF~ receptor appears to be
tor subfamilies will also prove useful in the diagnosis,
a common target for mutation in RER+ colon cancers and, as
such, links DNA repair defects (see Aaltonen, L., et al., 65 prognosis and treatment of cancer.
1993; Ionov, et al., 1993; Thibodeau, et al., 1993; Kim, et al.,
RII is also one of a group of growth regulatory proteins
1994; Liu, B., et al., 1995, Nature Genet., 9:48;
bearing repetitive DNA sequence elements of 1 to three base
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pairs in length (reviewed in Ross, et al., in Trends in
sequence. A "promoter sequence" is a DNA regulatory
Neurosciences, 1993, vol. 16, pp. 254-261). Instability of
region capable of binding RNA polymerase in a cell and
these repetitive sequences in nerve or muscle tissues has
initiating transcription of a downstream (3' direction) coding
previously been associated with neurologic diseases. Instasequence. A coding sequence is "under the control" of the
bility of these sequences homologous to the repetitive DNA 5 promoter sequence in a cell when RNA polymerase which
sequences in RII, would also be expected to be present in
binds the promoter sequence transcribes the coding
RER cancers, and to be selected for in those instances, in
sequence into mRNA which is then in turn translated into the
which like RII, such mutations conferred a growth advanprotein encoded by the coding sequence.
tage on the tumor.
For purposes of defining the present invention, the proDefinitions
10 mater sequence is bounded at its 3' terminus by the transIn describing the present invention, the following termilation start codon of a coding sequence and extends
nology is used in accordance with the definitions set out
upstream (5' direction) to include the minimum number of
below.
bases or elements necessary to initiate transcription at levels
A "double-stranded DNA molecule" refers to the polydetectable above background. Within the promoter sequence
meric form of deoxyribonucleotides (adenine, guanine, 15 will be found a transcription initiation site ( conveniently
thymine, or cytosine) in its normal, double-stranded helix.
defined by mapping with nuclease Sl), as well as protein
This term refers only to the primary and secondary structure
binding domains (consensus sequences) responsible for the
of the molecule, and does not limit it to any particular
binding of RNA polymerase. Eucaryotic promoters will
often, but not always, contain "TATA" boxes and "CAT"
tertiary forms. Thus, this term includes double-stranded
DNA found, inter alia, in linear DNA molecules (e.g., 20 boxes. Procaryotic promoters contain Shine-Delgarno
sequences in addition to the -10 and -35 consensus
restriction fragments), viruses, plasmids, and chromosomes.
In discussing the structure of particular double-stranded
sequences.
A cell has been "transformed" by exogenous DNA when
DNA molecules, sequences may be described herein according to the normal convention of giving only the sequence in
such exogenous DNA has been introduced inside the cell
the 5' to 3' direction along the nontranscribed stand of DNA 25 wall. Exogenous DNA may or may not be integrated
(i.e., the strand having a sequence homologous to the
(covalently linked) to chromosomal DNA making up the
mRNA).
genome of the cell. In procaryotes and yeast, for example,
A DNA sequence "corresponds" to an amino acid
the exogenous DNA may be maintained on an episomal
sequence if translation of the DNA sequence in accordance
element such as a plasmid. With respect to eukaryotic cells,
with the genetic code yields the amino acid sequence (i.e., 30 a stably transformed cell is one in which the exogenous
the DNA sequence "encodes" the amino acid sequence).
DNA is inherited by daughter cells through chromosome
One DNA sequence "corresponds" to another DNA
replication. This stability is demonstrated by the ability of
sequence if the two sequences encode the same amino acid
the eukaryotic cell to establish cell lines or clones comprised
sequence.
of a population of daughter cells containing the exogenous
Two DNA sequences are "substantially similar" when at 35 DNA
least about 85% (preferably at least about 90%, and most
A "clone" is a population of cells derived from a single
preferably at least about 95%) of the nucleotides match over
cell or common ancestor by mitosis.
the defined length of the DNA sequences. Sequences that are
A "cell line" is a clone of a primary cell that is capable of
substantially similar can be identified in a Southern hybridstable growth in vitro for many generations.
ization experiment under, for example, stringent conditions 40
Vectors are used to introduce a foreign substance, such as
as defined for that particular system. Defining appropriate
DNA, RNA or protein, into an organism. Typical vectors
hybridization conditions is within the skill of the art. See
include recombinant viruses (for DNA) and liposomes (for
e.g., Maniatis et al., infra; DNA Cloning, vols. 1 and II infra;
protein). A "DNA vector" is an autonomously replicating
Nucleic Acid Hybridization, infra.
DNA molecule, such as plasmid, phage or cosmid, to which
A "heterologous" region or domain of a DNA construct is 45 another DNA segment may be attached so as to bring about
an identifiable segment of DNA within a larger DNA molthe replication of the attached segment.
An "expression vector" is a DNA vector which contains
ecule that is not found in association with the larger molecule in nature. Thus, when the heterologous region encodes
regulatory sequences which will direct protein synthesis by
a mammalian gene, the gene will usually be flanked by DNA
an appropriate host cell. This usually means a promoter to
that does not flank the mammalian genomic DNA in the 50 bind RNA polymerase and initiate transcription of mRNA,
genome of the source organism. Another example of a
as well as ribosome binding sites and initiation signals to
heterologous region is a construct where the coding
direct translation of the mRNA into a polypeptide. Incorposequence itself is not found in nature (e.g., a cDNA where
ration of a DNA sequence into an expression vector at the
the genomic coding sequence contains intrans, or synthetic
proper site and in correct reading frame, followed by transsequences having codons different than the native gene). 55 formation of an appropriate host cell by the vector, enables
Allelic variations or naturally occurring mutational events
the production of mRNA corresponding to the DNA
do not give rise to a heterologous region of DNA as defined
sequence, and usually of a protein encoded by the DNA
herein.
sequence.
A coding sequence is an in-frame sequence of codons that
A composition comprising a selected component A is
(in view of the genetic code) correspond to or encode a 60 "substantially free" of another component B when compoprotein or peptide sequence. Two coding sequences correnent A makes up at least about 75% by weight of the
spond to each other if the sequences or their complementary
combined weight of components A and B. Preferably,
sequences encode the same amino acid sequences. A "codselected component A comprises at least about 90% by
ing sequence" in association with appropriate regulatory
weight of the combined weight, most preferably at least
sequences may be transcribed and translated into a polypep- 65 about 99% by weight of the combined weight. In the case of
tide in vivo. A polyadenylation signal and transcription
a composition comprising a selected biologically active
termination sequence will usually be located 3' to the coding
protein, which is substantially free of contaminating
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proteins, 1t 1s sometimes preferred that the compos1t10n
RII mutations arising from addition or deletion of one or
having the activity of the protein of interest contain species
two A bases within the poly A sequence at nucleotides
709-718 encode truncated RH-related proteins that contain
with only a single molecular weight (i.e., a "homogeneous"
composition).
the RII ligand binding domain and, lacking the RII memAs used herein, a "biological sample" refers to a sample 5 brane anchoring, are secreted from the cell into the blood.
of tissue or fluid isolated from a individual, including but not
These truncated secreted mutant RII proteins can be conlimited to, for example, plasma, serum, spinal fluid, lymph
centrated and or detected by virtue of their ability to bind to
fluid, the external sections of the skin, respiratory, intestinal,
TGF~. TGF~ binding could be demonstrated by binding of
and genitourinary tracts, tears, saliva, milk, blood cells,
RII mutant proteins to TGF~ immobilized on a solid
tumors, organs, and also samples of in vivo cell culture 10 support, or binding to TGF~ that is labeled with a radioacconstituents (including but not limited to conditioned
tive or other tag. Thus alternate assay for mutant RII proteins
medium resulting from the growth of cells in cell culture
would be assay by detection of TGF~ binding by soluble or
medium, putatively virally infected cells, recombinant cells,
by abnormally sized proteins. An example of such an assay
and cell components).
would consist of concentrating the mutant RII proteins in
"Human tissue" is an aggregate of human cells which may 15 blood by binding to TGF~ that was attached to beads,
constitute a solid mass. This term also encompasses a
followed by detection of these abnormal proteins by western
suspension of human cells, such as blood cells, or a human
analysis using an anti-RH antibody reactive with epitopes in
cell line.
the external RII domain.
The term "antibodies" encompasses whole antibodies
Nucleotide probe sequences provided herein can be used
made up of four immunoglobulin peptide chains, two heavy 20 to detect expression of mRNA corresponding to RII proteins
chains and two light chains, as well as immunoglobulin
or mutant forms of RII in accordance with any of the
fragments. "Immunoglobulin fragments" are protein molstandard techniques. Expression may be detected either by
ecules related to antibodies, which are known to retain the
in situ hybridization or by extraction and detection of
epitopic binding specificity of the original antibody, such as
mRNA. Sequences encoding mutant forms of RII may also
Fab, F(ab)' 2 , Fv, etc.
25 be detected on the genomic level. The particular procedures
General Methods
for gene probe assays and immunoassays are well-known to
The practice of the present invention employs, unless
those skilled in the art. A preferred procedure is PCR, using
otherwise indicated, conventional molecular biology,
primers selected from the sequence of TGF~ RII, as dismicrobiology, and recombinant DNA techniques within the
closed in WO 93/09228. Similar assays can be used to detect
skill of the art. Such techniques are well known to the skilled 30 inactivation or inactive mutants of the other members of the
worker and are explained fully in the literature. Se, e.g.,
type II serine/threonine kinase receptor family.
Maniatis, Fritsch & Sambrook, "Molecular Cloning: A
Four assays have been used preferentially for detecting
Laboratory Manual" (1982); "DNA Cloning: A Practical
the inactivation of RII. The first assay is an RNase protection
Approach," Volumes I and II (D. N. Glover, ed., 1985);
assay which detects loss of RII RNA The second assay is a
"Oligonucleotide Synthesis" (M. J. Gait, ed., 1984); 35 TGF~ binding assay which detects the absence of functional
"Nucleic Acid Hybridization" (B. D. Hames & S. J. Higgins,
RII receptor protein. The chemistry of these two assays and
eds., 1985); "Transcription and Translation" (B. D. Hames &
their use in model systems are described in Sun, et al., 1994,
S. J. Higgins, eds., 1984); "Animal Cell Culture" (R. I.
J. Biol. Chem., 2,:26449-26455, incorporated herein by
Freshney, ed., 1986); "Immobilized Cells and Enzymes"
reference, and details of these assays are provided in the
(IRL Press, 1986); B. Perbal, "A Practical Guide to Molecu- 40 Examples below. RII inactivation has also been determined
lar Cloning" (1984), and Sambrook, et al., "Molecular
by direct cloning and sequencing of mutant RII receptor
Cloning: a Laboratory Manual" (1989).
from colon cancer cell lines which are not sensitive to
Detecting RII Inactivation
exogenous TGF~. RII inactivation has also been detected by
PCR amplification of nucleotides 709-718 and its surroundInactivation of RII can be monitored by any assay which
measures RII, its precursor molecules or its effects. Inacti- 45 ing region and by demonstration of altered size of this
vation can be detected from the absence of RII or a precursor
amplified fragment. Three mutations in the RII gene are
in an assay specific for the presence of RII or by positive
described in detail in the Examples. The findings from all
detection of a mutant form known to be inactive. The
four assays as applied to human colon cancer are also
presence of mutant forms of RII can also be detected
described in the Examples.
indirectly, by positive detection in serum from a patient of 50 PCR Based Detection of Mutant RII Genes
antibodies specific for mutant RII. Detection of antibodies
RII mutations in RER+ tumor types may be detected by,
specific for wild-type RII, demonstrating that self-tolerance
for example, amplification of a genomic segment which
of RII has been broken, is another indicator that RII has been
differs in length from the segment amplified from DNA of
altered in a fashion that suggests inactivation.
normal cells. A PCR-based assay has been developed for the
Detection of RII proteins and their expression, may be on 55 mutational hotspot comprising the RII polyadenine repeat at
the nucleotide or peptide level. Anti-RH antibodies can be
nucleotides 709-718. PCR amplification from genomic
prepared by immunizing mammals with peptides expressed
DNA of 73 bp sequence encompassing this repeat is folfrom nucleic acid sequences corresponding to RII as indilowed by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. A shift of one
cated in International Patent Publication WO 93/09228,
or more basepairs in the size of the amplified fragment is
incorporated herein by reference, using techniques that are 60 indicative of a frameshift mutation in the mutational hotspot.
well known to those skilled in the art. These antibodies can
Assays for Loss of RII mRNA
detect the presence of RII protein by a variety of immuRII mRNA transcripts must be present in the cell for
noassay techniques. Peptides having enough of the sequence
synthesis of the RII receptor to occur. Therefore, mutations
for TGF~ RII to contain one or more epitopes can be
that result in decreased stability or outright failure to proproduced from the sequence disclosed in WO 93/09228, and 65 duce RII mRNA will make cells insensitive to TGF~. Loss
these peptides can be used to detect antibodies specific for
of RII mRNA can be detected, for instance, by hybridization
wild-type RII molecules.
of probes with RII sequences to mRNA in situ or by RN ase
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protection. Any effective method for detecting the presence
preparation and labeling of nucleotide probes are well
or absence of RII mRNA in a sample of cells from tumor
known in the art.
tissue is within the scope of this invention.
In situ hybridization of nucleotide probes to tissue secThe RII Nucleotide Sequence
tions is performed using standard methods, as described by,
The DNA sequence encoding RII can be synthesized 5 e.g., Baldino, et al.,Methods inEnzymol., 1989, vol. 168, p.
chemically or isolated by one of several approaches using
761-77; Emson, et al.,Methods inEnzymol., 1989, vol. 168,
the sequence information provided in International Patent
p. 753-61; Harper, et al., Methods in Enzymol., 1987, vol.
Publication WO 93/09228 or the sequence provided in
151, p. 539-51; Angerer, et al., Methods in Enzymol., 1987,
Genbank under accession no. M85079 (SEQ ID NO:10;
vol. 152, p. 649-61; Wilcox, et al., Methods in Enzymol.,
SEQ ID NO:11). The complete sequence may be assembled 10 1986, vol. 124, p. 510-33, incorporated herein by reference,
from overlapping oligonucleotides prepared by standard
using nucleotide probes described above. One preferred
methods and assembled into a complete coding sequence.
method for detecting mRNA associated with expression of
See, e.g., Edge (1981) Nature 292:756; Nambair, et al.
RII or RII mutants is in situ hybridization to tissue sections
(1984) Science 223:1299; Jay, et al. (1984) J. Biol. Chem.,
taken from tumors. Detection of hybridization by a probe
259:6311. The isolation methods will rely in part on nucleic 15 having a nucleotide sequence corresponding to RII in the
acid hybridization using appropriate single stranded or
cells indicates expression by that cell of mRNA corresponddouble stranded nucleotide or oligonucleotide probes. Such
ing to RII. Tissue sections are prepared as for immunohistoprobes can be constructed synthetically, based on the DNA
chemistry.
or amino acid sequences disclosed herein, or isolated from
Alternatively, extracts of RNA from tissue samples can be
genomic or cDNA clones also described herein. The basic 20 analyzed for the presence of sequences encoding the prostrategies for preparing oligonucleotide probes and DNA
teins of this invention. The diagnostic test employing a
libraries, as well as their screening by nucleic acid
nucleotide probe will employ a biological sample from an
hybridization, are well known to those of ordinary skill in
individual. Nucleic acids are recovered from the sample
the art. See, e.g., Sambrook, et al., "Molecular Cloning: a
employing standard techniques well known to those skilled
Laboratory Manual" (1989); B. Perbal, "A Practical Guide 25 in the art. The nucleic acid then is incubated with the probe
To Molecular Cloning" (1984). In general, the probes are
and hybridization is thereafter detected. The presence of a
synthesized chemically, preferably based upon known
nucleic acid whose sequence corresponds to that of the
nucleic acid sequences of RII or its mutants as disclosed
probe is preferably detected by Northern blot, or slot/dot
herein.
blot. Using Northern blotting or dot hybridization, purified
One of skill in the art may find it desirable to prepare 30 RNA samples of known concentration and integrity can be
probes that are fairly long and/or encompass regions of the
hybridized with labeled RII probes. For each sample, the
amino acid sequence which would have a high degree of
signal which is obtained can be compared radiometrically to
redundancy in the corresponding nucleic acid sequences. In
the signal obtained when the same sample is hybridized to
other cases, it may be desirable to use two sets of probes
a labelled probe for a constitutively expressed gene whose
simultaneously, each to a different region of the gene. While 35 expression does not vary from cell to cell or sample to
the exact length of any probe employed is not critical,
sample. Comparison of the ratios between different samples
typical probe sequences are no greater than 1000 nucleotides
permits estimation of the differences in RII expression
in length, more typically they are not greater than 500
levels.
nucleotides, even more typically they are no greater than 250
Alternatively, a nucleic acid whose sequence corresponds
nucleotides; they may be no greater than 100 nucleotides, 40 to the sequence of RII may be detected in the RNA extract
and also may be no greater than 75 nucleotides in length.
of tumor tissue by nucleic acid amplification, using primers
Generally it is recognized in the art that probes from about
based on the nucleic acid sequence of RII (see, e.g., methods
14 to about 20 base pairs are usually effective. Longer probe
reviewed in Van Brunt, BioTechnology, 8:291-294, 1990).
sequences may be necessary to encompass unique polySimilar primers can be used to amplify genomic DNA
nucleotide regions with differences sufficient to allow 45 sequences encoding RII or RII mutants. The preferred
related target sequences to be distinguished. For this reason,
method of amplification uses the polymerase chain reaction
probes are preferably from about 10 to about 100 nucle(PCR). Primers can be constructed corresponding to unique
otides in length and more preferably from about 20 to about
portions of the nucleic acid sequence of RII, determined as
50 nucleotides.
described above for nucleic acid probes. Using these
Nucleotide Probe Assays for Expression
50 primers, RNA or DNA in a nucleic acid extract of tumor
The nucleic acid probes described above may be used to
tissue will be amplified by PCR only if it contains the unique
detect mRNA transcripts in cells that express RII. The probe
RII sequences.
can be either single or double stranded DNA or RNA The
Alternatively, the level of RII mRNA expression can be
size of a probe can vary from less than approximately 20
estimated by quantitative polymerase chain reaction. Using
nucleotides to hundreds of nucleotides. The most desirable 55 primers whose sequences correspond to the RII nucleotide
nucleotide probes do not detect nucleotide sequences unresequence, cDNA can be synthesized initially using reverse
lated to their intended target, do not show significant homoltranscriptase, then the resultant cDNA amplified according
ogy with unrelated nucleotide sequences, and do not contain
to the polymerase chain reaction. The reaction is run under
complementary sequences such that they would selfconditions and terminated so as to produce amounts of
hybridize or fold upon themselves. The guanine and cytosine 60 amplified products in proportion to the amount of mRNA
content of desirable probes is not so high as to promote
originally present in the sample. The amount of product can
non-specific hybridization with unrelated sequences rich in
be quantitated by ethidium fluorescence in comparison to
guanine and cytosine. Finally, the melting temperature and
known standards following electrophoresis, or by dot
free energy of binding are generally favorably suited to the
hybridization with labeled probes. Expression of constitudetection technique for which they are intended. The probe 65 tively expressed genes can be measured as a control, permay be radio-labeled, labeled with a fluorescent material, a
mitting standardized comparison of results, such as with the
biotinylated nucleotide, or the like. Procedures for the
previously described hybridization reactions. Treatment of
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samples with ribonuclease A or other RNAses in control
art. The mutant protein can be produced in a recombinant
samples prior to amplification verifies that the signal 1s
system using the mutant nucleotide sequence disclosed
derived solely from RNA
below (see, e.g., Sambrook et al.). The recombinant protein
RNase Protection Assay for Detection of RH Transcript
can be injected into an animal as an immunogen to elicit
A preferred method for detecting loss of mRNA is based 5 polyclonal antibody production. The resultant polyclonal
on RNase protection. Details of this assay have been pubantisera may be used directly or may be purified by, for
lished in Sun, et al. Briefly the RNase protection assay
example, affinity absorption using recombinantly produced
measures the amount of RH mRNA in a sample by measurRH or RH mutants coupled to an insoluble support.
ing the amount of RNA which binds to a radioactive
In another alternative, monoclonal antibodies specifically
antisense RH RNA probe. The radioactive antisense RH 10 immunoreactive with the protein may be prepared according
RNA probe is produced in a test tube, for example from a
to well known methods (See, e.g., Kohler and Milstein,
plasmid which carries 264 bp for RH cDNA (NarI-Pstl)
1976, Eur. J. Immunol., 6:611), using the peptide of this
cloned downstream of a T3 RNA polymerase site from
invention as an immunogen, using it for selection or using
which the RNA can be transcribed. Usually, a control human
it for both functions. These and other methods for preparing
probe such as y-actin RNA is also prepared from a similar 15 antibodies that are specifically immunoreactive with the
plasmid. The probes are hybridized overnight at room temrecombinant protein of this invention are easily within the
perature in a guanidine buffer with RNA extracted from
skill of the ordinary worker in the art. While some compotumor cells. The next morning probe RNA which is not
nent antibodies in polyclonal antisera elicited with mutant
protected by binding to authentic RH transcript is destroyed
RH may react with epitopes that are common to both mutant
by digestion with RN ase A+ Tl. Protected probe RNA is 20 and wild-type RH, purified polyclonal antibodies and monoseparated from the reaction by electrophoresis on a ureaclonal antibodies will preferably show higher affinity for
acrylamide gel and visualized by autoradiography.
mutant RH than wild-type RH; more preferably, these antiRNA probes may also be designed for detection of RNA
bodies will have an affinity for mutant RH which is at least
transcripts from the type I TGF~ receptor gene (RI) by
about two orders of magnitude greater than their affinity for
RNase Protection Assay based on the RI sequence (see, e.g., 25 wild-type RH. Most preferably, antibodies specific for
Genbank Accession No. L11695). A suitable RI probe cormutant RH will not react with normal (wild type) RH.
responds to the 164 bp 3' fragment produced by Hinfl
Similar methods can be used to produce antibodies specifidigestion of that portion of the RI sequence bounded by PCR
cally immunoreactive with wild-type RI or RH, as will be
sense primer 5' GACCAGTGTGCTTCGTCTGC-3' (SEQ
apparent to the skilled worker.
ID
NO.
1)
and
antisense
primer
5' 30 Immunoassays
GCTGGCTTTCCTTGGGTACC-3 (SEQ ID NO. 2).
The antibodies of the present invention can be used to
Absence of the Wild-Type RH Protein
detect RI, RH or RH mutants in histological sections. One
It has been shown that functional RH receptor must be
can detect antibody binding to tissue sections by any detecpresent in the cell membrane and at the cell surface to
tion means known in the art for example, a radiolabel or a
mediate TGF~ effects, and therefore inactivation of the 35 stain. A particularly useful stain employs peroxidase, hydroTGF~ growth suppression can be monitored by any method
gen peroxide and a chromogenic substance such as aminofor detecting the absence of functional RH on the cell
ethyl carbazole. For example, the peroxidase (a well known
surface. The presence of RH can be measured by
enzyme available from many sources) can be coupled to an
immunoassay, using antibodies specific for RH, such as
anti-RH antibody or merely complexed via one or more
those described in International Patent Publication WO 40 antibodies to an antibody which specifically binds a protein
93/09228, incorporated herein by reference. Lack of antiwhich is cross-reactive with RH. Such techniques are well
body binding would indicate the absence of functional RH
known in the art. Other chromogenic substances and
molecules. Inactive RH receptors may also be detected by
enzymes may also be used. Fluorescence labelling or radiousing anti-RH antibodies to detect either aberrant cellular
labeling of antibodies may also be used to detect antibody
location (e.g., on immunohistochemistry) or by virtue of 45 binding to sections. Labeled antibodies may be anti-RH or
second antibodies immunoreactive with anti-RH antibodies.
aberrant molecular size (e.g., on Western Blot assays).
Alternatively, antibodies specific for the inactive mutant
Again, such techniques are well known, and equivalent
forms of RH described below may be used to detect the
labelling schemes for the other antigens will be apparent to
presence of inactive RH directly. Antibodies to the inactive
the skilled worker.
mutants may be prepared by standard methods including 50
The precise technique by which a protein cross-reactive
expression of the mutant protein in a recombinant system
with the RI, RH or mutant RH gene product is detected in
from the nucleic acid sequence disclosed herein and immupatients is not critical to the invention. Biochemical or
nization of a mammal using the expressed protein.
immunological techniques can be used which do not employ
The absence of functional RH also results in absence of
immunohistochemistry. Solution assay methods, including
functional RI cell surface receptors (Wrana, et al., (1992) 55 colorimetric, chemiluminescent or fluorescent immunoasCell, 71:1003; Sun, et al., (1994) J. Biol. Chem., 62:26449).
sa ys such as ELISA, sandwich and competitive
Accordingly, absence of functional RI may serve as a useful
immunoassays, immuno-diffusion, radio immunoassay,
surrogate for absence of functional RH. Hence, detection of
immuno-electrophoresis, Western blot and other techniques,
absent functional RI, by antibody reagents specific for RI,
may be used to detect and quantitate proteins cross-reactive
such as antibody V-22 (catalogue # sc-398, Santa Cruz 60 with RI, RH or RH mutants in a patient by preparing an
Biotechnology, Inc., Santa Cruz, Calif.), would represent
extract of a tissue sample from the patient and assaying the
another antibody-based approach for identifying cells with
extract.
inactive RH.
A protein cross-reactive with the RI, RH or mutant RH
Antibody Production
gene product can be quantitated in a biological fluid, such as
Antibodies which are specifically reactive with the mutant 65 serum, plasma, effusions, ascites, urine, stool, cerebrospinal
RH proteins of this invention may be obtained in a number
fluid, semen, breast aspirates and fluids of ovarian origin,
of ways which will be readily apparent to those skilled in the
using any protein detection means known in the art. Pre-
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ferred methods employ immunological detection means.
separation on SDS-PAGE and visualization by autoradiogThese include: radioimmunoassay, enzyme linked immuraphy as described in Example 3 below.
noadsorbent assay, complement fixation, nephelometric
The TGF~ binding assay may also be used to monitor
assay, immunodiffusion or immunoelectrophoretic assay and
biological fluids for truncation mutants of RII. RII mutations
the like. Plasma should be anti-coagulated before use, as is 5 arising from addition or deletion of one or two A bases
known in the art. Cellular elements and lipid may be
within the poly A sequence at nucleotides 709-718 encode
removed from fluids, e.g., by centrifugation. For dilute
truncated RII related proteins that contain the RII ligand
fluids, such as urine, protein may be concentrated, e.g., by
binding domain and that, lacking the RII membrane anchor,
ultra-filtration or salting-out.
will be secreted from the cell into the blood. These truncated
RII mutations arising from addition or deletion of one or 10 secreted mutant RII proteins can be concentrated and/or
two A bases within the poly A sequences at nucleotides
detected by virtue of their ability to bind to TGF~. TGF~
709-718 encode truncated RII related proteins that contain
binding can be demonstrated by binding to TGF~ that is
the RII extracellular domain and that, lacking the RII
labeled with a radioactive or other tag. Thus, alternate assay
membrane anchor, will be secreted from the cell into the
for mutant RII proteins can be by detection of TGF~ binding
blood. These truncated secreted mutant RII proteins can be 15 to soluble or by abnormally sized proteins. An example of
concentrated and/or detected by immunoassays that either
such an assay would consist of concentrating the mutant RII
employ antibodies reactive with the external domain that is
proteins in blood by binding to TGF~ that was attached to
shared by both wild-type and mutant RII, and/or that employ
beads, followed by detection of these abnormal proteins by
antibodies reactive with mutant epitopes encoded at the
western analysis using an anti-RII antibody reactive with
carboxyl terminus of the truncated mutant forms of RII. For 20 epitopes in the external RII or mutant RII domain (e.g.,
instance, secreted soluble mutant RII could be detected in
antibodies to wild-type RII or mutant RII external domain).
blood by an ELISA that used antibodies reactive with the
Mutations
external domain that is shared by both wild-type and mutant
Cell lines identified as having inactivated RII have been
RII, and/or that employed antibodies reactive with mutant
used for the purpose of identifying new RII mutations for
epitopes encoded at the carboxyl terminus of the truncated 25 subsequent commercial use in cancer detection, diagnosis,
mutant forms. In an alternate instance secreted soluble RII
prognosis, or therapy. Such cell lines include Hct116, RKO,
could be concentrated from blood by immuneprecipitation
C, VACO457, VACO670, VACO432, VACO444, VACO5,
and then detected by western analysis. Again, this could be
VACO6, VACO8, VACO703, VACO481, and VACO410.
accomplished using antibodies reactive with the external
Each of these colon cancer cell lines bears an inactivated
domain that is shared by both wild-type and mutant RII, 30 mutant RII gene. The specific mutation in RII in each of
and/or by using antibodies reactive with mutant epitopes
these cell lines provides for specific tests to identify that
encoded at the carboxyl terminus of the truncated mutant
mutant RII product. The tests may be based on either
forms.
anti-mutant antibody or mutant DNA or RNA probes, or
Alternatively, the presence of mutant RII in a patient may
detection of host immune (antibody) response to RII or to
be detected by immunoassays which detect production of an 35 RII mutants. Such tests, aimed at detecting the RII mutations
antibody response in the patient aimed against either the RII
which are most common in human cancers, have direct
mutation or, due to breaking of immune tolerance, against
application to cancer detection, diagnosis and prognosis.
other epitopes on the native RII protein. The provocation in
Moreover, drugs aimed at the most common mutations may
a patient of a serologic antibody response to oncogenic
be screened for potential use in cancer therapeutics.
mutation in a protein has been previously demonstrated in 40
The RII mutation identified in the VACO481 tumor may
patients whose tumors harbor oncogenic mutations in the
be useful in the development of a commercial test for RII
mutation. We have identified the first RII mutation demonp53 protein (reviewed in Harris, et al., 1993,N. Eng. J. Med.,
329:1318- 1327). As frameshift mutations located within
strated to be present in a spontaneous human colon cancer.
the ten base-pair poly A sequence at nucleotides 709-718
This mutation eliminates the last 33 normal amino acids in
would be predicted to encode RII proteins truncated prior to 45 the RII protein and substitutes 29 new ones. The predicted
their membrane spanning domain, it is expected such RII
carboxyl-terminal amino acid sequence of the VACO481 RII
mutant proteins would be secreted directly into the blood,
mutant starting at the last amino acid in common with the
and would accordingly provoke a much more vigorous
wild-type (Val 534) is: VWQNASVSWSIWTGSRGGAARimmune response than the mutations in the intracellular p53
RRRFLKTAP (SEQ ID NO. 5). The corresponding wildprotein discussed by Harris, et al. Such an immune response 50 type carboxyl terminal sequence is: VAERFSELEHLDRLScould provoke production of antibodies in the patient against
GRSCSEEKIPEDGSLNTTK (SEQ ID NO. 6).
epitopes in the mutant RII sequence or, as has been seen in
Additional mutants detected include those found in
VACO457 and in RKO. In the VACO457 mutant the wildsome patients bearing tumors harboring p53 mutations,
could result in breaking immune tolerance and so provoking
type ten base-pair poly-adenine repeat (nucleotides
an antibody response to epitopes on the native RII protein. 55 709-718) is truncated by one base. This encodes a truncated
Detection of a patient's serologic response to RII, using
polypeptide of 161 amino acids (compared to 567 amino
standard methods such as radioimmunoassay, or enzyme
acids in wild-type) of which the last 34 amino-acids
(SLVRLSSCVPVALMSAMTTSSSQKNITPAILTCC (SEQ
linked immunosorbant assay (ELISA), or other similar
assays, is a routine matter for one skilled in the art.
ID NO. 3)) are altered from the wild-type, which starting at
TGF~ Binding Assay
60 Ly s
128
re ads
as
A preferred method of detecting the presence of func(KPGETFFMCSCSSDECNDNIIFSEEYNTSNPDLL (SEQ
tional RII is by TGF~ binding assay in which labelled TGF~
ID NO. 4)). Similarly, in the RKO mutant the wild-type ten
binds to RII followed by cross-linking and measurement of
base pair poly-adenine repeat (nucleotides 709-718) is trunthe amount of label linked to RII protein. Details of this
cated by two bases. This encodes a truncated polypeptide of
assay have been published in Sun, et al., incorporated herein 65 129 amino acids in which the last two (AW) are altered from
by reference. Briefly, cell surface receptors may be detected
the corresponding wild-type amino acids (KP, starting at Lys
by cross-linking in situ to 1251 labelled TGF~ followed by
128).
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An additional mutation detected is that found in VACO5
tion assay (MAMA, see, e.g., Cha, et al., (1992) PCR Meth.
and VACO6 in which the wild-type ten base pair polyAppl., 2:14-20 and Sommer, et al., (1992) Biotech.,
adenine repeat (nucleotides 709-718) are expanded by one
12:82-87); and heteroduplex analysis using denaturing grabase. This encodes a truncated polypeptide of 130 amino
dient gel electrophoresis (DGGE, see, e.g., Fukuda, et al.,
acids in which the last two (AW) are altered from the 5 (1993) Mal. Carcinogen, 7:257-262; Ruano, et al., (1992)
corresponding wild-type amino acids (PG, starting at praline
PCR Meth. Appl., 2:112-116; and Soto, et al., (1992) PCR
129). A fourth truncated mutant, resulting from two addiMeth. Appl., 2:96-98). These assays may be used to detect
tional base-pairs in the poly-adenine repeat, has the same
mutant RII DNA in extracts of tumor tissue or normal tissue,
34-amino acid C-terminal sequence that is found in
or in biological fluids including stool.
VACO457, differing only in that the altered amino acid 10
While preferred assays for detection of RII inactivation
sequence starts later, by replacement of praline 129 in the
are described in detail above, other methods of detection will
wild-type sequence with serine, etc. Similar truncation
be apparent to the skilled worker, and use of these other
mutants will occur as a result of further additions or delemethods to detect RII inactivation are also within the scope
tions from the ten base-pair poly-adenine repeat sequence.
of this invention for the diagnostic and prognostic uses
Another RII mutation is a point mutation of G to A at 15 described below.
nucleotide 1899 of the GenBank sequence for RII, resulting
Similar assays may be used to detect inactivation or
in substitution ofAsn for Asp 522, which occurs in VACO8,
absence of the type I and type II receptors for other members
a non-RER colon cancer cell line of mutator phenotype with
of the family of TGF~-like factors. Somatic mutation of type
inactive RII. A similar point mutation of G to A within codon
II receptors for other TGF~-like factors will release cells
528 (CGT to CAT) of the GenBank sequence for RII results 20 from control of proliferation which is mediated through the
in substitution of His for Arg. This mutation has been
particular factor/receptor system, resulting in uncontrolled
identified in VACO410, another non-RER colon cancer cell
growth (transformation) of the cells containing the mutation.
line with inactive RII. These point mutations are the first
Such mutations can be characterized as described herein,
examples, in a human tumor, of point mutations in RII
and once the mutation is characterized, assays for the
associated with loss of the ability of TGF~ to suppress cell 25 mutation can be designed using the principles described
growth and with continued presence of normal levels of RII
herein.
mRNA transcripts. These point mutations are thus the first
Mutants of these receptors can be easily identified in
examples of point mutations in human tumors which inactransformed cell lines having reduced or no expression of
tivate RII and which affect RII ligand binding, receptor
receptor activity (as determined, for example, by measuring
protein conformation, receptor protein processing, or recep- 30 mRNA encoding the receptor, antibody specific for the
tor protein stability. This class of mutations will be found to
receptor, binding of the factor to the cells or measurement of
occur in tumors which, like VACO8 and VACO410, may be
bioactivity stimulated by the factor). As described for type
identified as being non-RER, and which, like VACO8 and
II receptor for TGF~, the receptor can be cloned from a
VACO410, may be identified by elevated gene mutation
cDNA or genomic DNA library prepared from the transrates, and which additionally will be identified by the 35 formed cell line using nucleic acid probes or primers derived
property of loss of receptor ligand binding or loss of the
from the wild-type receptor sequence to select clones from
ability of TGF~ to suppress cell growth, in combination with
the library. Confirmation that the clones contain DNA
the continued presence of normal levels of RII mRNA
encoding mutant receptors can be accomplished by, for
transcripts. The assays provided herein for these properties
example, observing differences in sequence or in the length
of mutant RII receptors can be utilized in conjunction with 40 of the mRNA or the encoded protein. Once clones that
standard recombinant DNA methods to identify and clone
encode and/or express the mutant form of the receptor have
DNA encoding these mutant receptors for use in diagnosis of
been isolated, detection of the mutant form of the receptor
cancer as described herein.
in patient samples can be readily accomplished by assays
The RII mutations disclosed above may be expected to be
analogous to those described for the TGF~ RII receptor.
common mutations in many human tumors, and assays for 45
Similar assays may be used to detect inactivation or
the mutations therefore have use for cancer detection,
absence of other growth regulatory genes which share with
diagnosis, or possibly prognosis. Such assays include immuRII presence of repetitive DNA sequence elements in their
noassays using antibodies against the mutant polypeptide,
coding region, which we have demonstrated can be targeted
TGF~ binding assays, or PCR using primers which amplify
for mutation in RER cancers, and whose mutation, would be
the mutant region of the RII gene, or using other DNA or 50 selected for when, like RII, it confers a growth advantage on
RNA probes to detect the mutant allele. Examples of stanthe cancer. Identification of such candidate genes can be
dard DNA based techniques for detecting mutant gene
done by computer searches of gene databases such as
sequences include: PCR and direct sequencing (see, e.g.,
GenBank. Examples of such candidate genes found by
McPherson, et al., (1992) The Practical Approach Series,
computer searches include those itemized in Ross, et al., in
Oxford University Press; Sambrook, et al., (1989) Molecu- 55 Trends in Neurosciences, 1993, vol. 16, pp. 254-261, for
Zar Cloning: A Laboratory Manual, Cold Spring Harbor
example, the cyclin D gene, the alpha2 adrenergic receptor,
Laboratory Press, Cold Spring Harbor, N.Y.; and Mullis, et
and transforming growth factor-~ itself.
al., (1987) Methods in Enzymology, 155:335); PCR and
Use of RII Inactivation Assay for Diagnosis and Prognosis
allele specific hybridization (see, e.g., Kumar, et al., (1990)
The type II receptor for TGF~, RII, is a colon cancer
Oncogene, 5:1271-1277; Kumar, et al., (1990) Science, 60 suppressor gene which is inactivated in 25% of colon
284:1101-1104; van Mansfeld, et al., (1992) PCR Meth.
cancers. This indicates important medical uses for assays
Appl., 1:211-216; Sukumar, et al., (1991) Mal. Carcinogen,
detecting RII inactivation (defined as above). These uses
4:362-368; and Sukumar, et al., (1990) Proc. Natl. Acad.
include predicting a patient's chance of cure or relapse after
Sci., USA, 87:718-722); the technique of single stranded
surgery, radiation, or chemotherapy for colon cancer or other
conformational polymorphisms (SSCP, see, e.g., Iwahana, et 65 cancers. The present invention is intended to include such
al., (1992) Biotech., 12:64-66 and Orita, et al., (1989)
use of all assays for detecting RII inactivation, including
Genomics, 5:874--879); the mismatch amplification mutaassays of RII gene mutation, loss of RII messenger RNA,
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absence of RII receptor protein, and absence of functional
small number of gastric cancer cell lines, but they did not
RII receptor protein (e.g., presence of mutant RII).
characterize RII mutants, nor did they make the connection
Any test for detection of RII inactivation, by RII loss or
that cancers of the RER subclass generally have RII inacRII mutation, may be used in cancer diagnostics, cancer
tivation. Further clinical research on the tumors identified
detection, or cancer prognosis, or for use in research labo- 5 according to this invention will further elaborate how the
clinical behavior of colon cancers with inactive RII comratories for colon or other cancers such as endometrial
cancer, ovarian cancer, gastric cancer, pancreatic cancer and
pares with tumors in which RII is normal. The ultimate
other malignancies. Detection of RII inactivation may be
clinical use of tests for presence or absence of RII will be in
used as an alternate assay for identifying colon or other
a manner analogous to the current clinical use of assays for
cancers with unstable microsatellite DNAs (e.g., RER colon 10 presence or absence of estrogen receptors as a guide to
cancers, mutator type colon cancers). Any RII mutations in
therapy in breast cancer patients.
human cancers may be used for the purpose of designing
The RII gene appears to be a favorable target for mutatests for cancer diagnosis, prognosis, or for designing cancer
tions (particularly somatic mutations), and therefore the
therapy. RII mutations for use in cancer detection, diagnosis,
appearance of mutations in the RII gene may be expected to
prognosis, or therapy include the mutations in cell lines 15 be an early indication of neoplastic progression. Thus,
Hct116, RKO, C, VACO457, VACO670, VACO432,
assays for detecting RII mutations in body tissues or fluids
VACO444, VACOS, VACO6, VACO8, VACO703,
may be used for early detection of cancer or premalignant
VACO481, and VACO410.
lesions by detection of cellular changes (RII mutations)
In accordance with this invention, it is possible to devise
before neoplastic changes are observable on the tissue level.
assays for RII inactivation which will work easily on clinical 20 These assays may also be used to detect DNA instability in
samples of colon or other cancers. Two current assays for
individuals predisposed to cancer development who may be
detecting RII inactivation (loss of binding of TGF~ to RII or
generating multiple premalignant clones bearing RII mutaloss of RII transcript) work better in tumor cell lines that in
tions.
tumor tissue. Assays which will work better in tumors
Any test for detection of RII inactivation, by RII
include an anti-RH antibody for use in an immunohis- 25 inactivation, by RII loss or RII mutation, may be used for the
tochemical assay, or an assay for RII mutations, such as an
purpose of diagnosis of colon or other cancers. This includes
in vitro transcription and translation assay, in situ hybridassays of RII gene mutation, loss of RII messenger RNA,
ization or RT-PCR assays for detection of RII message or an
absence of RII receptor protein, and absence of function RII
assay detecting mutant RII genomic sequences, usually after
receptor protein. Absence of RII or presence of mutant RII
PCR amplification. Alternatively, the presence of mutant RII 30 protein may be detected in biopsy material by staining with
in a patient may be detected by immunoassays which detect,
antibodies. Absence of RII transcript may be detected in
in the patient, production of an antibody response aimed
biopsy material by RNA in situ hybridization techniques.
against either the RII mutation or, due to breaking of
Either assay will facilitate diagnosis of cancer. These assays
immune tolerance, against other epitopes on the native RII
may be automated by image analyzer. Similarly, mutant RII
protein.
35 protein or genes may be detected in body fluids or excreta
Detection of RER Tumor Subtype
using PCR techniques, using assays for detecting soluble or
The RER assay identifies colon cancers with unstable
abnormally sized RII proteins either by their ability to bind
DNA(or Replication ERrors). These types of colon cancers
TGF~ or by their binding to antibodies reactive with mutant
are typical of a common variety of inherited colon cancers.
RII or with epitopes shared in common by mutant and
They also present in about 15% of seemingly sporadic colon 40 wild-type RII , or using DNA or RNA probes designed to
cancers. It is unknown whether seemingly sporadic RER
detect the mutations. Presence in a patient of mutant RII
cancers are truly sporadic or represent inherited colon canprotein may also be determined by detection in the patient of
cers with a delayed age of onset. The RER assay is a
an induced antibody response either to the mutant RII
cumbersome one, requiring relatively pure tumor DNA.
protein, or, due breaking of immune tolerance, against other
Detection of RII inactivation may be used as an alternate 45 epitopes on the native RII protein. These assays allow early
assay to identify colon cancers with unstable microsatellite
detection of cancers such as colon cancer, in which mutant
DNAs (RER colon cancers, mutator type colon cancers). At
receptors are present.
least 100 out of 111 colon cancers of the RER subclass have
The same classes of tests which diagnose cancer by
been found to bear an inactivated RII gene. Thus an assay for
detecting RII inactivation will also be of use for diagnosis of
RII inactivation may functionally replace the current assay 50 cancer in which genes homologous to RII are inactivated.
for identifying RER colon cancer. This invention contemSuch genes will include those encoding type II growth factor
plates the use of the assays for RII inactivation discussed
receptor subunits belonging to receptors which are members
above (for example, using anti-RH antibodies or in situ
of the family of serine-threonine kinase receptors which
hybridization to detect absent RII transcript or detection of
bind to the family of ligands sharing structural homology to
mutant RII genomic sequences) as a simple replacement for 55 TGF~. Such genes will also include those growth regulatory
the RER assay, or to screen tumors to identify those worth
genes which share with RII the property of having in their
doing a confirmatory RER assay on.
coding region repetitive DNA sequence motifs.
While they have been described in conjunction with
Prognostic Assay
characterization of the RER subclass of colon cancer, the
Detection of RII inactivation is particularly valuable for
assays described herein are also useful for identifying other 60 predicting a patient's chance of cure or relapse after surgery,
tumor types with unstable microsatellite DNAs, including
radiation, or chemotherapy for colon cancer or other canthose of endometrial cancer, ovarian cancer, gastric cancer,
cers. Colon and gastric cancers with inactivation of the RII
and pancreatic cancer.
hormone receptor constitute a unique genetic subset of colon
Cancer Diagnosis
and gastric cancers which share a specific defect in growth
Use of RII inactivation as a molecular marker for colon 65 regulation. Assays which identify tumors as having inacticancer is a novel idea. Park, et al., 1994, (Proc. Natl. Acad.
vated RII will have prognostic value in predicting the
Sci. USA., 91:8772-8776) reported that RII was inactive in
likelihood of the tumors being cured by surgery, by
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chemotherapy, or by radiation. (This situation is analogous
Gene therapy vectors for use in the method of this
to the situation in breast cancer in which a subset of cancers
invention include retroviral or episomal vectors expressing
have loss of the estrogen receptors, this subset having a
RII (see, e.g., Axel, et al., U.S. Pat. No. 4,399,216, and
unique biology leading to lower likelihood of cure by
Pastan, et al., U.S. Pat. No. 5,166,059, both incorporated
surgery and lack of response to hormonal drugs).
5 herein by reference). Delivery systems as contemplated
Loss of RII will have prognostic value as shown by our
herein include both viral and liposomal delivery systems
observation that most colon cancers testing positive on the
(see, e.g., Davis, et al., U.S. Pat. No. 4,920,209, incorporated
RER molecular assay for unstable DNA also show inactiherein by reference). An RII gene expression vector has been
vation of RII. It has already been suggested elsewhere that
developed, and we have shown it can knock out the ability
RER+ colon cancers are more likely to be cured by surgery
10 of a breast cancer cell line to form tumors in mice (See, Sun,
than are non-RER colon cancers (Thibodeau, et al., Science,
et al, 1994). Similar experiments have demonstrated that
206:816 (1993); Lathe, et al., Cancer Res., 52:5849 (1993)).
transfection with an RII gene expression vector can knock
Assays for RII inactivation are easier than the RER assay,
out
the tumor forming ability of a colon cancer cell line.
and are at least as predictive of tumor outcome.
Specifically, using gene transfer techniques to restore wild
Any of the inactivating RII mutations discovered in
human cancers may be used for the purpose of designing 15 type RII expression in the HCT116 colon cancer cell line
abolished the ability of these colon cancer cells to form
tests for cancer diagnosis and/or prognosis, or for designing
tumors in mice.
cancer therapy. We have established the general principle
We have demonstrated that, in colon cells with intact
that human cancers bear RII mutations and that these
TGF~ receptors, exposure to TGF~ will induce cell death
mutations can be exploited ( as outlined above) for use in
cancer detection, prognostication, and for design of cancer 20 (apotosis). Thus, therapeutic effects of restoring an active
therapeutic agents targeted at the RII molecule.
RII in colon cancer cells will include restoring normal cell
This invention also provides specific RNase protection
death pathways. RII gene therapy is thus useful in combiassays for detection of expression or loss of expression of
nation with and to sensitize cells to conventional cytotoxic
RII and RI (the type I receptor) for cancer diagnosis, cancer
radiation or chemotherapy.
detection, or cancer prognosis, or for use in research labo- 25
Another therapeutic use of the RII mutations described
ratories. Specific details of an RNase protection assay for
herein is their use as targets for tumor immunotherapy. The
detecting inactivation of RII are detailed above and in the
RII mutants sequences encode tumor specific antigens which
Examples below. RNA probes based on the sequences
may be displayed on the cell surface as mutant receptors or
disclosed above may be used in RNase protection assays for
as peptides associated with HLA antigens. As such, they can
detecting inactivation of the other signalling components in
30 be employed as targets for tumor immunotherapy. Such
the TGF~ growth control pathway, such as RI (the type I
approaches include targeting these mutants with specific
TGF~ receptor). These RNase protection assays lend themmonoclonal antibodies ( either naked or conjugated to
selves to straightforward incorporation into commercial test
tumoricidal agents) or with specific activated cytotoxic
kits for use in detecting inactivation of any of these comimmune cells. Such antibodies or immune cells may be
ponents of the TGF~ pathway. This invention contemplates
use of these assays for cancer detection, diagnosis, prognosis 35 generated as reagents outside the body, or may be generated
inside the body by vaccines which target these mutations.
and research.
Immunogenic compositions according to this invention for
This invention also provides specific genomic PCR assays
use in active immunotherapy include recombinant mutant
for detection of the presence of mutant RII for cancer
diagnosis, cancer detection, or cancer prognosis, or for use
RII protein prepared as described above and expression
in research laboratories. Specific details of an RII genomic 40 vectors (particularly recombinant viral vectors) which
PCR assays for detecting inactivation of RII are detailed
express mutant RII protein. Such expression vectors can be
above and in the Examples below. Primers based on the
prepared as described in Baschang, et al., U.S. Pat. No.
sequences disclosed above may be used in genomic PCR
4,446,128, incorporated herein by reference, or Axel, et al.,
assays for detecting inactivation of the other signalling
Pastan, et al., or Davis, et al., using the mutant RII sequences
components in the TGF~ growth control pathway, such as RI 45 disclosed herein. Of note, the use of auto-antibodies directed
(the type I TGF~ receptor). These genomic PCR assays lend
against RII epitopes for cancer diagnosis does not preclude
themselves to straightforward incorporation into commerthe use of immunotherapy directed against RII epitopes for
cial test kits for use in detecting inactivation of any of these
cancer treatment. This reflects that the clinical effectiveness
components of the TGF~ pathway. This invention contemof immunotherapy for cancer treatment may require the
plates use of these assays for cancer detection, diagnosis, 50 conjugation of the antibodies with tumoricidal agents, or the
prognosis and research.
generation of a cell mediated, rather than a humeral, immune
Therapeutic Intervention by RII Replacement
response.
RII gene therapy is contemplated for cancer treatment,
Therapy by Derepression of RII Expression
including genetic manipulations for introducing a normal
As set forth above, the lack of functional RII may serve
RII gene into a cancer cell. Any tumor in which mutation of 55 as a partial surrogate for identification of ER+breast cancers.
a receptor for a member of the family of TGF~-like factors
Furthermore, this subset of breast tumor cells which lack
results in unresponsiveness to the respective factor is a
functional RII are not of the RER+ type. It has been
candidate for gene therapy to provide the tumor cells with
determined that the these ER+ breast cancer cells contain
functional receptors, thereby reestablishing control of celDNA encoding the wild-type RII protein sequence, and
lular proliferation. A preferred candidate, TGF~ type H 60 therefore the lack of functional RII on the cells is due to
receptor (RII) is a colon cancer suppressor gene which is
repression of expression, rather than mutation in the RII
inactivated in perhaps 25% of colon cancers, and gene
gene itself. This circumstance opens up the possibility of an
therapy to restore functional RII expression in these colon
alternative therapy, by derepressing RII expression.
cancers will benefit cancer patients. One important theoretiIt has been discovered that wild-type RII expression can
cal advantage of RII gene therapy is that it would not be 65 be reactivated in ER+ breast cancers by treatment with a
expected to be toxic to normal cells which already express
drug that inhibits DNA methyltransferase and thereby
RII.
reverses DNA methylation (see Example 8 showing that
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treatment with 5-Azacytidine restored RII expression in
cell lines were independently assayed for RER phenotype.
ER+cell lines MCF-7, ZR-75 and T-47D). Thus, ER+ breast
The RER status of these lines was determined as described
tumors (and other tumors which similarly lack functional
in Liu, B., et al., 1995, Nature Genet., 9:48. RER+ colon
RII due to hypermethylation of DNA) may be treated by
cancers studied were: RKO, HCT116, C, VACO432,
administering an inhibitor of DNA methyltransferase to 5 VACO444, VACO457, VACO481, VACO5, VACO6,
restore RII expression of the endogenous wild-type gene
VACO670, and VACO703. (Eshleman, J., et al., 1995,
instead of supplying the wild-type RII gene by gene therapy
Oncogene, 10:33; Liu, B., et al., 1995, Nature Genet., 9:48)
Nine of the 11 RER+, but only 3 of the 27 RER- lines,
as described above.
Tumors suitable for this treatment may be identified using
showed reduced RII expression (FIG. lB). This correlation
assay procedures described herein, first to confirm lack of 10 was highly significant (P<0.001 by chi-squared test). Southfunctional RII, and also to confirm presence of wild-type RII
ern (DNA) blot analysis indicated that loss of the RII
transcript in the RER+ cells was unlikely to be due to
gene in the genome. Identification of hypermethylation in
DNA of tumors is also an indicator for this therapy. DNA
deletions or rearrangements of the RII gene.
methylation in tumors can be recognized by gene probes
Example 2
(e.g., cDNAs) which show altered Southern blotting by 15
Disappearance of RII in RER+ Tumor Xenografts.
methylation-sensitive DNA restriction enzymes relative to
To show that RII inactivation in the RER+ cells was not
normal tissue from the same individual (see, e.g. Issa, et al.
simply a trait selected for during cell culture, RII expression
(1994) Nature Genetics, 7:536-540, and Gonzalez-Zulueta,
was examined in tumor xenografts that had been derived
et al., (1995) Cancer Research, 55:4531-4535, incorporated
from 30 human colon cancers by implantation into athymic
here by reference).
20
mice. Human colon cancer tissue (5 mm 2 ), obtained at
Suitable drugs are compounds that inhibit DNA
surgical
resection, was subcutaneously implanted into the
methyltransferase, which may be confirmed by the proceforelimbs
of athymic mice. Xenografts were removed when
dures taught in Fergusson, et al. (1995) Cancer Research,
they were 1000 mm 3 in size.
55:2279-2283, incorporated herein by reference. Preferably
RNase protection assays were used to measure expression
the drugs will exhibit inhibition comparable to that of 25
of RII and y-actin transcripts in xenografts (labeled X)
5-Azacytidine; more preferred drugs will have fewer side
established from different human colon tumors. FIG. 2
effects and/or improved pharmacology, including rapid
shows the results for seven of these. Lanes labeled "L"
uptake, oral route of administration, and/or longer serum
contain samples from immortal cell lines established from
half-lives.
the same tumors as the xenografts and are shown for
30
comparison of RII expression. A control reaction displays
EXAMPLES
the protection pattern generated by yeast tRNA (labeled Y).
In order to facilitate a more complete understanding of the
RII transcripts were absent in 100% (3 of 3) of RER+
invention, a number of Examples are provided below.
xenografts (FIG. 2, xenografts 1-3), but were present at high
However, the scope of the invention is not limited to specific
levels in 93% (25 of 27) of RER xenografts (FIG. 2,
embodiments disclosed in these Examples, which are for 35 xenografts 4-7). Moreover, absence of RII transcript in the
purposes of illustration only.
three RER+ xenografts was the same result observed previously in the three RER+ immortalized cell lines established
Example 1
from the same tumors. Loss of RII transcript was thus not an
Disappearance of RII in RER+ Cell Lines.
Expression of RI and RII transcripts was examined in 38 40 artifact of cell culture of the cell lines.
human colon tumor cell lines using a ribonuclease (RNase)
protection assay as described above (see also Sun, et al.,
1994). Total RNA( 40 µg) from each sample was hybridized
overnight in a single reaction to probes for RI, RII and
human y-actin. FIG. lA shows the autoradiogram of a 7M
urea-6% acrylamide gel displaying the reaction products.
The RII probe (Rllp) protects a tight doublet of approximately 274 bp, and the RI probe (Rip) protects a 222 bp
fragment. The control y-actin probe (Actin-p) protected a
126 bp fragment. The colon cancer cell lines are indicated
above the lanes, with the VACO group of cell lines indicated
by the prefix V. A control reaction displays the protection
pattern generated by yeast tRNA The two panels present
results from two independent experiments.
RNase protection patterns (as shown in FIG. lA) were
quantitated by laser densitometry. Variations in sample loading were corrected by normalizing samples for their relative
expression of human y-actin. The relative transcript expression in arbitrary O.D. units is shown in FIG. lB for 11 RER+
and 27 RER- cell lines. Arrows show mean level of receptor
expression of RER+ (filled arrow) and RER- cells (open
arrow). The broken line indicates the limit at which the
naked eye detects a protected transcript at maximally sensitive exposures.
RI transcripts were detected in all samples, whereas RII
transcripts were undetectable or present at markedly reduced
levels in 12 (32%) of the samples (FIGS. lA and lB). These
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Example 3
Absence of TGF~ Binding Activity.
To assay for expression of cell surface TGF~ receptors,
we performed cross-linking experiments with 1251-labeled
TGF~. Cell surface TGF~ receptors were labeled by crosslinking to 1251-labeled human TGF~ as described in Sun, L.,
et al., 1994 (J. Biol. Chem., 269:26449). Labeled receptors
were resolved by SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
and visualized by autoradiography. There was no detectable
125
1-TGF~ binding to any of eight tested RER + cell lines
with reduced amounts of RII transcript (FIG. 3). The
absence of RI surface receptors in these lines (FIG. 3) is
consistent with previous reports that RII receptor is required
for TGF~ binding to RI (Wrana, J., et al., 1992, Cell,
71:1003; Sun, L., et al., 1994,J. Biol. Chem., 269:26449). A
third TGF~ receptor (RI) is expressed in most RER+ and
RER- cell lines (FIG. 3), but is likely without functional
consequence, as it is thought to function only in the presentation of ligand to RI and RII (Lopez-Casillas, et al., 1993,
Cell, 73:1435).
Example 4
Inactivating Mutations of RII.
The RI and RII cell surface receptors were also undetectable in VACO481 cells, one of the two RER+ cases with
normal amounts of RI and RII transcripts. Although mutations in RII abolish TGF~ binding to both RI and RII,
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mutations in RI apparently do not affect TGF~ binding to
Example 5
Inactive RII Correlates with RER+ Tumors.
RII (Wrana, J., et al., 1992, Cell, 71:1003; Boyd, et al., 1989,
In contrast to RER+ colon cell lines, only a minority of
J. Biol. Chem., 264:2272; Laiho, et al., 1991, ibid.,
RER- cell lines showed inactivation of TGF~ receptors.
266:9108; Laiho, et al., 1990, ibid., 265:18518). The
absence from VACO481 cells of both RI and RII cell surface 5 RER- cell lines demonstrated RI and RII transcripts in 90%
(24 of 27) (FIG. 1), RI and RII cell surface receptors in 86%
receptors would thus be most easily explained by an RII
(6 of 7) (see, e.g., FIG. 3), and growth inhibition by TGF~
mutation.
in 100% (5 of 5) of samples studied (Hoosein, N., et al.,
The presence of an RII mutation was initially suggested
1989, Exp. Cell Res., 181:442).
by the results of an in vitro transcription-translation assay. 10
RER+ samples (cell lines and xenografts) in this study
The mutation was confirmed by sequence analysis of comwere derived from predominantly right-sided (eight of nine
plete VACO481 RII cDNA. RII was cloned from compleevaluable), mostly metastatic (five of nine evaluable) colon
mentary DNA (cDNA) using the polymerase chain reaction
cancers. However, RER- samples also included 17 repre(RT-PCR). The PCR product was ligated into the pCRII
senting right-sided colon cancers (none with RII loss) and 32
cloning vector (Invitrogen), and the DNA sequences of 15 representing metastatic colon cancers (only two with RII
pooled or individual RII clones determined. The wild-type
loss). Thus, loss of RII is characteristic of a cancer's RER
RII sequence we used as a reference is that updated as
phenotype, rather than its site of origin or clinical stage.
GenBank accession #M85079.
Also included among our RER+ samples were two cell
Sequence analysis of VACO481 RII cDNA revealed a GT
lines established from familial colon cancers [hereditary
insertion into a 6 base pair (bp) GTGTGT repeat at nucle- 20 nonpolyposis colorectal cancer, HNPCC], six from sporadic
otides 1931 to 1936 (FIG. 4), and the absence of any normal
colon cancers (Aaltonen, L., et al., 1993, Science, 260:812;
sequence. The resulting frameshift is predicted to substitute
Ionov, et al., 1993, Nature, 363:558; Thibodeau, et al., 1993,
a highly basic, 29-amino-acid COOR-terminus for the
Science, 260:816; Kim, et al., 1994, Am. J. Pathol.,
slightly acidic 33-amino-acid wild-type COOR-terminus.
145:148), five cell lines bearing mutations in a known
The predicted COOR-terminal sequence of the VACO481 25 mismatch repair gene, and four bearing only wild-type
RII mutant, beginning with Val 534 is: ValTrpGlnAsnAlaversions of these genes (Liu, B., et al., 1995, Nature Genet.,
SerValSerTrpSerlleTrpThrGlySerArgGlyGlyAlaAlaArgArg
9:48; Papadopoulos, N., et al., 1994, Science, 263:1625;
ArgArgPheLeuLysThrAlaPro (SEQ ID NO. 7). Sequence
Bronner, C., et al., 1994, Nature, 17:258; Fishel, R., et al.,
changes (which we presume to be polymorphisms because
1993, Cell, 75:1027; Leach, F., et al., 1993, ibid., 75:1215;
they were present in both the VACO481 tumor and the 30 Nicolaides, N., et al., 1994, Nature, 371:75). The type II
matched normal tissue) included a C to T change at nucleTGF~ receptor is thus a target for inactivation in each of the
otide 1651, (converting Ala 439 to Val), and an A to C
currently identified subsets of RER+colon cancer.
change at nucleotide 2040 in the 3' untranslated region.
Example 6
Conceivably, this mutation could alter RII conformation,
stability, and/or ability to interact with other proteins 35 Detection in Colon Cancer of RII Mutation By a Genomic
PCR Assay.
required for receptor function. The same RII frameshift
The TGF~ type H receptor (RII) was found to be mutated
mutation was also detected in the primary colon tumor from
within a polyadenine tract in 100 of 111 colorectal cancers
which the VACO481 cell line was established, but not in
with microsatellite instability. In most cases, the polyadnormal colon tissue from the same patient, indicating the
enine tract mutations affected both alleles of RII. To detect
mutation was somatic.
40
RII mutations in RER+tumor types, a PCR-based assay was
Frameshift mutations located in 5' regions of mRNA
developed for the mutational hotspot comprising the RII
transcripts have been associated with decreased message
polyadenine repeat at nucleotides 709-718. PCR amplificastability. To search for this type of mutation, we sequenced
tion from genomic DNA of a 73 bp sequence encompassing
the 5' portion of the RII cDNA from seven additional
this repeat is followed by polyacrylamide gel electrophoreRER+cell lines in which RII transcripts, though markedly 45
sis. A shift of one or more basepairs in the size of the
reduced, could be recovered by RT-PCR. In each of these
amplified fragment is indicative of a frameshift mutation in
cell lines an RII frameshift mutation was found. These
the mutational hotspot. Specifically, a 73 bp region of the RII
mutations were all located within a sequence of ten repeatgene (nt 665-737) was amplified from 50-200 ng of
ing adenines (nucleotides 709 to 718) which was found
genomic DNA with approximately 10 ng of P32end-labeled
shortened by either one base (five cell lines) or two bases 50
TAlO-Fl primer 5'-CTTTATTCTGGAAGATGCTGC-3'
(two cell lines) (FIG. 4). RII mutations, detected in three of
(SEQ ID NO.8) and 150 ng of reverse primer TA10-R15'the cell lines, were also detected in the antecedent patients'
GAAGAAAGTCTCACCAGG-3' (SEQ ID NO.9) using 30
colon tumors or in primary xenografts of these tumors. In
cycles of 95° C. 30", 55° C. 1 min., 70° C. 1 min. The PCR
two cases the mutations were additionally established to be
products were separated by electrophoresis at 52° C. on a
absent in these patients' normal tissues. Compared to wild- 55
6% LongRanger (FMC Bioproducts) polyacrylamide/7M
type RII (567 amino-acids), the one and two base pair
urea gel and visualized by autoradiography. The standard in
deletions within the poly-adenine tract are predicted to
each assay was established by amplifying wild type RII.
encode inactive truncated receptors of 161 amino-acids and
129 amino-acids, respectively. RII inactivation was thus
Example 7
demonstrated in ten of eleven RER+ cell lines studied by 60 Detection in Gastric Cancer of RII Mutation By a Genomic
finding RII gene mutations and/or absent cell surface RII,
PCR Assay.
accompanied, in most cases, by low levels of RII transcript.
Mutation of the transforming growth factor-~ (TGF~)
Another RII mutation is a point mutation of G to A at
receptor type II (RII) gene is characteristic of colon cancers
nucleotide 1899 of the Genbank sequence for RII, resulting
exhibiting microstatellite instability or replication errors
in substitution ofAsn for Asp 522, which occurs in VACO8, 65 (RER+ ), RII mutations in these RER colon cancers are
a non-RER colon cancer cell line of mutator phenotype with
characteristically frameshift mutations within a 10-basepair
inactive RII.
polyadenine repeat present in the RII coding region. Using
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the PCR assay above we have also detected RII frameshift
mutations within the nucleotide 709-718 hotspot in 5 of 7
RER gastric cancers (71+17%) (see, e.g., FIG. 5). These
results suggest that RII gene mutations confer a growth
advantage and are selected for in RER+ cancers of both the
s
upper (stomach) and lower (colon) gastrointestinal tract.
Example 8
Inactivation of R2 Detected in Estrogen Receptor Positive
(ER+) Breast Cancers.
We have demonstrated absence of functional RII in a
particular human breast cancer cell line, MCF-7, by demonstrating absence of detectable RII mRNA transcripts, by
demonstrating absence of cell surface RII protein able to
bind radio-labeled TGF~, and by demonstrating absence of
a TGF~ functional response ( absence of TGF~ induced
growth inhibition) (Sun, et al., 1994, incorporated herein by
reference). Using the methods outlined in Sun, et al., this
observation has been extended to show that a substantial
subset of human breast cancers lack functional RII, and that
lack of functional RII is particularly characteristic of breast
cancers which are positive for presence of the estrogen
receptor (ER+).

TABLE 1
RII Inactivation In Human Breast Cancer Cell Lines

Name

ER

MCF7
BT-20
ZR-75
T-47O
MDA-MB-231
Hs578T

RII
mRNA

TGFl3
Binding To RII

TGFl3
Responsive

+
+

+
+

+
+

+
+
+
+

RII inactivation thus contributes to tumor progression in
ER+ breast cancer.
Restoration of wild-type RII expression in MCF-7,
ZR-75, and T-47D has been demonstrated by inhibiting

10

DNA methylation with 5-Azacytidine, an inhibitor of DNA
methyltransferase. The cells were cultured under standard
conditions in the presence of 2.5-5.0 µM 5-Azacytidine, and
after 8 days RII expression by the treated cells was demonstrated by the RNase protection assay described in Example
1. RII protein expression was confirmed by 125 I-TGF~
cross-linking as described in Example 3. This confirms that
lack of RII expression in these cell lines is due to hypermethylation of the DNA and not due to mutation in the RII
coding sequence itself.

For purposes of clarity of understanding, the foregoing
invention has been described in some detail by way of
15 illustration and example in conjunction with specific
embodiments, although other aspects, advantages and modifications will be apparent to those skilled in the art to which
the invention pertains. In particular, modifications of the
strategies outlined above for cancer detection, diagnosis,
20
prognosis, and treatment of tumors with absent (inactive)
RII as required by the specific mode of RII inactivation in
these tumors will be apparent to those skilled in the art. The
foregoing description and examples are intended to
2s illustrate, but not limit the scope of the invention. Modifications of the above-described modes for carrying out the
invention that are apparent to persons of skill in medicine,
immunology, hybridoma technology, pharmacology, and/or
related fields are intended to be within the scope of the
30 invention, which is limited only by the appended claims.

35

All publications and patent applications mentioned in this
specification are indicative of the level of skill of those
skilled in the art to which this invention pertains. All
publications and patent applications are herein incorporated
by reference to the same extent as if each individual publication or patent application was specifically and individually
indicated to be incorporated by reference.

SEQUENCE LISTING

<160> NUMBER OF SEQ ID NOS:
<210>
<211>
<212>
<213>

11

SEQ ID NO 1
LENGTH: 20
TYPE: DNA
ORGANISM: human

<400> SEQUENCE: 1
gaccagtgtg cttcgtctgc

<210>
<211>
<212>
<213>

20

SEQ ID NO 2
LENGTH: 20
TYPE: DNA
ORGANISM: human

<400> SEQUENCE: 2
gctggctttc cttgggtacc

<210>
<211>
<212>
<213>

SEQ ID NO 3
LENGTH: 34
TYPE: PRT
ORGANISM: human

20
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30
-continued

<400> SEQUENCE: 3
Ser Leu Val Arg Leu Ser Ser Cys Val Pro Val Ala Leu Met Ser Ala
5
10
15
Met Thr Thr Ser Ser Ser Gln Lys Asn Ile Thr Pro Ala Ile Leu Thr
20
25
30
Cys Cys

<210>
<211>
<212>
<213>

SEQ ID NO 4
LENGTH: 34
TYPE: PRT
ORGANISM: human

<400> SEQUENCE: 4
Lys Pro Gly Glu Thr Phe Phe Met Cys Ser Cys Ser Ser Asp Glu Cys
1
5
10
15
Asn Asp Asn Ile Ile Phe Ser Glu Glu Tyr Asn Thr Ser Asn Pro Asp
20
25
30
Leu Leu

<210>
<211>
<212>
<213>

SEQ ID NO 5
LENGTH: 30
TYPE: PRT
ORGANISM: human

<400> SEQUENCE: 5
Val Trp Gln Asn Ala Ser Val Ser Trp Ser Ile Trp Thr Gly Ser Arg
1
5
10
15
Gly Gly Ala Ala Arg Arg Arg Arg Phe Leu Lys Thr Ala Pro
20
25
30

<210>
<211>
<212>
<213>

SEQ ID NO 6
LENGTH: 34
TYPE: PRT
ORGANISM: human

<400> SEQUENCE: 6
Val Ala Glu Arg Phe Ser Glu Leu Glu His Leu Asp Arg Leu Ser Gly
1
5
10
15
Arg Ser Cys Ser Glu Glu Lys Ile Pro Glu Asp Gly Ser Leu Asn Thr
20
25
30
Thr Lys

<210>
<211>
<212>
<213>

SEQ ID NO 7
LENGTH: 30
TYPE: PRT
ORGANISM: human

<400> SEQUENCE: 7
Val Trp Gln Asn Ala Ser Val Ser Trp Ser Ile Trp Thr Gly Ser Arg
1
5
10
15
Gly Gly Ala Ala Arg Arg Arg Arg Phe Leu Lys Thr Ala Pro
20
25
30

<210>
<211>
<212>
<213>

SEQ ID NO 8
LENGTH: 21
TYPE: DNA
ORGANISM: human

<400> SEQUENCE: 8
ctttattctg gaagatgctg c

21
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32
-continued

<210>
<211>
<212>
<213>

SEQ ID NO 9
LENGTH: 18
TYPE: DNA
ORGANISM: human

<400> SEQUENCE: 9
gaagaaagtc tcaccagg

<210>
<211>
<212>
<213>
<220>
<221>
<222>

18

SEQ ID NO 10
LENGTH: 2090
TYPE: DNA
ORGANISM: human
FEATURE:
NAME/KEY: CDS
LOCATION: (336) .. (2036)

<400> SEQUENCE: 10
gttggcgagg agtttcctgt ttcccccgca gcgctgagtt gaagttgagt gagtcactcg

60

cgcgcacgga gcgacgacac ccccgcgcgt gcacccgctc gggacaggag ccggactcct

120

gtgcagcttc cctcggccgc cgggggcctc cccgcgcctc gccggcctcc aggcccctcc

180

tggctggcga gcgggcgcca catctggccc gcacatctgc gctgccggcc cggcgcgggg

240

tccggagagg gcgcggcgcg gagcgcagcc aggggtccgg gaaggcgccg tccgtgcgct

300

gggggctcgg tctatgacga gcagcggggt ctgcc atg ggt egg ggg ctg etc
Met Gly Arg Gly Leu Leu
1
5

353

agg ggc ctg tgg ccg ctg cac ate gtc ctg tgg acg cgt ate gee age
Arg Gly Leu Trp Pro Leu His Ile Val Leu Trp Thr Arg Ile Ala Ser
10
15
20

401

acg ate cca ccg cac gtt cag aag tcg gtt aat aac gac atg ata gtc
Thr Ile Pro Pro His Val Gln Lys Ser Val Asn Asn Asp Met Ile Val
25
30
35

449

act gac aac aac ggt gca gtc aag ttt cca caa ctg tgt aaa ttt tgt
Thr Asp Asn Asn Gly Ala Val Lys Phe Pro Gln Leu Cys Lys Phe Cys
40
45
50

497

gat gtg aga ttt tee ace tgt gac aac cag aaa tee tgc atg age aac
Asp Val Arg Phe Ser Thr Cys Asp Asn Gln Lys Ser Cys Met Ser Asn
55
60
65
70

545

tgc age ate ace tee ate tgt gag aag cca cag gaa gtc tgt gtg get
Cys Ser Ile Thr Ser Ile Cys Glu Lys Pro Gln Glu Val Cys Val Ala
75
80
85

593

gta tgg aga aag aat gac gag aac ata aca eta gag aca gtt tgc cat
Val Trp Arg Lys Asn Asp Glu Asn Ile Thr Leu Glu Thr Val Cys His
90
95
100

641

gac CCC aag etc CCC tac cat gac ttt att ctg gaa gat get get tct
Asp Pro Lys Leu Pro Tyr His Asp Phe Ile Leu Glu Asp Ala Ala Ser
105
110
115

689

cca aag tgc att atg aag gaa aaa aaa aag cct ggt gag act ttc ttc
Pro Lys Cys Ile Met Lys Glu Lys Lys Lys Pro Gly Glu Thr Phe Phe
120
125
130

737

atg tgt tee tgt age tct gat gag tgc aat gac aac ate ate ttc tea
Met Cys Ser Cys Ser Ser Asp Glu Cys Asn Asp Asn Ile Ile Phe Ser
135
140
145
150

785

gaa gaa tat aac ace age aat cct gac ttg ttg eta gtc ata ttt caa
Glu Glu Tyr Asn Thr Ser Asn Pro Asp Leu Leu Leu Val Ile Phe Gln
155
160
165

833

gtg aca ggc ate age etc ctg cca cca ctg gga gtt gee ata tct gtc
Val Thr Gly Ile Ser Leu Leu Pro Pro Leu Gly Val Ala Ile Ser Val
170
175
180

881
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ate ate ate ttc tac tgc tac cgc gtt aac egg cag cag aag ctg agt
Ile Ile Ile Phe Tyr Cys Tyr Arg Val Asn Arg Gln Gln Lys Leu Ser
185
190
195

929

tea ace tgg gaa ace ggc aag acg egg aag etc atg gag ttc age gag
Ser Thr Trp Glu Thr Gly Lys Thr Arg Lys Leu Met Glu Phe Ser Glu
200
205
210

977

cac tgt gee ate ate ctg gaa gat gac cgc tct gac ate age tee acg

1025

His Cys Ala Ile Ile Leu Glu Asp Asp Arg Ser Asp Ile Ser Ser Thr
215
220
225
230

tgt gee aac aac ate aac cac aac aca gag ctg ctg CCC att gag ctg
Cys Ala Asn Asn Ile Asn His Asn Thr Glu Leu Leu Pro Ile Glu Leu
235
240
245

1073

gac ace ctg gtg ggg aaa ggt cgc ttt get gag gtc tat aag gee aag
Asp Thr Leu Val Gly Lys Gly Arg Phe Ala Glu Val Tyr Lys Ala Lys
250
255
260

1121

ctg aag cag aac act tea gag cag ttt gag aca gtg gca gtc aag ate
Leu Lys Gln Asn Thr Ser Glu Gln Phe Glu Thr Val Ala Val Lys Ile
265
270
275

1169

ttt CCC tat gag gag tat gee tct tgg aag aca gag aag gac ate ttc
Phe Pro Tyr Glu Glu Tyr Ala Ser Trp Lys Thr Glu Lys Asp Ile Phe
280
285
290

1217

tea gac ate aat ctg aag cat gag aac ata etc cag ttc ctg acg get
Ser Asp Ile Asn Leu Lys His Glu Asn Ile Leu Gln Phe Leu Thr Ala
295
300
305
310

1265

gag gag egg aag acg gag ttg ggg aaa caa tac tgg ctg ate ace gee
Glu Glu Arg Lys Thr Glu Leu Gly Lys Gln Tyr Trp Leu Ile Thr Ala
315
320
325

1313

ttc cac gee aag ggc aac eta cag gag tac ctg acg egg cat gtc ate
Phe His Ala Lys Gly Asn Leu Gln Glu Tyr Leu Thr Arg His Val Ile
330
335
340

1361

age tgg gag gac ctg cgc aag ctg ggc age tee etc gee egg ggg att
Ser Trp Glu Asp Leu Arg Lys Leu Gly Ser Ser Leu Ala Arg Gly Ile
345
350
355

1409

get cac etc cac agt gat cac act cca tgt ggg agg CCC aag atg CCC
Ala His Leu His Ser Asp His Thr Pro Cys Gly Arg Pro Lys Met Pro
360
365
370

1457

ate gtg cac agg gac etc aag age tee aat ate etc gtg aag aac gac
Ile Val His Arg Asp Leu Lys Ser Ser Asn Ile Leu Val Lys Asn Asp
375
380
385
390

1505

eta ace tgc tgc ctg tgt gac ttt ggg ctt tee ctg cgt ctg gac cct
Leu Thr Cys Cys Leu Cys Asp Phe Gly Leu Ser Leu Arg Leu Asp Pro
395
400
405

1553

act ctg tct gtg gat gac ctg get aac agt ggg cag gtg gga act gca
Thr Leu Ser Val Asp Asp Leu Ala Asn Ser Gly Gln Val Gly Thr Ala
410
415
420

1601

aga tac atg get cca gaa gtc eta gaa tee agg atg aat ttg gag aat
Arg Tyr Met Ala Pro Glu Val Leu Glu Ser Arg Met Asn Leu Glu Asn
425
430
435

1649

get gag tee ttc aag cag ace gat gtc tac tee atg get ctg gtg etc
Ala Glu Ser Phe Lys Gln Thr Asp Val Tyr Ser Met Ala Leu Val Leu
440
445
450

1697

tgg gaa atg aca tct cgc tgt aat gca gtg gga gaa gta aaa gat tat
Trp Glu Met Thr Ser Arg Cys Asn Ala Val Gly Glu Val Lys Asp Tyr
455
460
465
470

1745

gag cct cca ttt ggt tee aag gtg egg gag cac CCC tgt gtc gaa age
Glu Pro Pro Phe Gly Ser Lys Val Arg Glu His Pro Cys Val Glu Ser
475
480
485

1793

atg aag gac aac gtg ttg aga gat cga ggg cga cca gaa att CCC age
Met Lys Asp Asn Val Leu Arg Asp Arg Gly Arg Pro Glu Ile Pro Ser
490
495
500

1841
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ttc tgg etc aac cac cag ggc ate cag atg gtg tgt gag acg ttg act
Phe Trp Leu Asn His Gln Gly Ile Gln Met Val Cys Glu Thr Leu Thr
505
510
515

1889

gag tgc tgg gac cac gac cca gag gee cgt etc aca gee cag tgt gtg
Glu Cys Trp Asp His Asp Pro Glu Ala Arg Leu Thr Ala Gln Cys Val
520
525
530

1937

gca gaa cgc ttc agt gag ctg gag cat ctg gac agg etc tcg ggg agg
Ala Glu Arg Phe Ser Glu Leu Glu His Leu Asp Arg Leu Ser Gly Arg
535
540
545
550

1985

age tgc tcg gag gag aag att cct gaa gac ggc tee eta aac act ace
Ser Cys Ser Glu Glu Lys Ile Pro Glu Asp Gly Ser Leu Asn Thr Thr
555
560
565

2033

aaa tagctcttat ggggcaggct gggcatgtcc aaagaggctg cccctctcac caaa
Lys

2090

<210>
<211>
<212>
<213>

SEQ ID NO 11
LENGTH: 567
TYPE: PRT
ORGANISM: human

<400> SEQUENCE: 11
Met Gly Arg Gly Leu Leu Arg Gly Leu Trp Pro Leu His Ile Val Leu
1
5
10
15
Trp Thr Arg Ile Ala Ser Thr Ile Pro Pro His Val Gln Lys Ser Val
20
25
30
Asn Asn Asp Met Ile Val Thr Asp Asn Asn Gly Ala Val Lys Phe Pro
35
40
45

Gln Leu Cys Lys Phe Cys Asp Val Arg Phe Ser Thr Cys Asp Asn Gln
50
55
60
Lys Ser Cys Met Ser Asn Cys Ser Ile Thr Ser Ile Cys Glu Lys Pro
65
70
75
80
Gln Glu Val Cys Val Ala Val Trp Arg Lys Asn Asp Glu Asn Ile Thr
85
90
95
Leu Glu Thr Val Cys His Asp Pro Lys Leu Pro Tyr His Asp Phe Ile
100
105
110
Leu Glu Asp Ala Ala Ser Pro Lys Cys Ile Met Lys Glu Lys Lys Lys
115
120
125
Pro Gly Glu Thr Phe Phe Met Cys Ser Cys Ser Ser Asp Glu Cys Asn
130
135
140
Asp Asn Ile Ile Phe Ser Glu Glu Tyr Asn Thr Ser Asn Pro Asp Leu
145
150
155
160
Leu Leu Val Ile Phe Gln Val Thr Gly Ile Ser Leu Leu Pro Pro Leu
165
170
175
Gly Val Ala Ile Ser Val Ile Ile Ile Phe Tyr Cys Tyr Arg Val Asn
180
185
190
Arg Gln Gln Lys Leu Ser Ser Thr Trp Glu Thr Gly Lys Thr Arg Lys
195
200
205
Leu Met Glu Phe Ser Glu His Cys Ala Ile Ile Leu Glu Asp Asp Arg
210
215
220
Ser Asp Ile Ser Ser Thr Cys Ala Asn Asn Ile Asn His Asn Thr Glu
225
230
235
240
Leu Leu Pro Ile Glu Leu Asp Thr Leu Val Gly Lys Gly Arg Phe Ala
245
250
255
Glu Val Tyr Lys Ala Lys Leu Lys Gln Asn Thr Ser Glu Gln Phe Glu
260
265
270
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Thr Val Ala Val Lys Ile Phe Pro Tyr Glu Glu Tyr Ala Ser Trp Lys
275

280

285

Thr Glu Lys Asp Ile Phe Ser Asp Ile Asn Leu Lys His Glu Asn Ile
290

295

300

Leu Gln Phe Leu Thr Ala Glu Glu Arg Lys Thr Glu Leu Gly Lys Gln
305

310

315

320

Tyr Trp Leu Ile Thr Ala Phe His Ala Lys Gly Asn Leu Gln Glu Tyr
325

330

335

Leu Thr Arg His Val Ile Ser Trp Glu Asp Leu Arg Lys Leu Gly Ser
340

345

350

Ser Leu Ala Arg Gly Ile Ala His Leu His Ser Asp His Thr Pro Cys
355

360

365

Gly Arg Pro Lys Met Pro Ile Val His Arg Asp Leu Lys Ser Ser Asn
370

375

380

Ile Leu Val Lys Asn Asp Leu Thr Cys Cys Leu Cys Asp Phe Gly Leu
385

390

395

400

Ser Leu Arg Leu Asp Pro Thr Leu Ser Val Asp Asp Leu Ala Asn Ser
405

410

415

Gly Gln Val Gly Thr Ala Arg Tyr Met Ala Pro Glu Val Leu Glu Ser
420

425

430

Arg Met Asn Leu Glu Asn Ala Glu Ser Phe Lys Gln Thr Asp Val Tyr
435

440

445

Ser Met Ala Leu Val Leu Trp Glu Met Thr Ser Arg Cys Asn Ala Val
450

455

460

Gly Glu Val Lys Asp Tyr Glu Pro Pro Phe Gly Ser Lys Val Arg Glu
465

470

475

480

His Pro Cys Val Glu Ser Met Lys Asp Asn Val Leu Arg Asp Arg Gly
485

490

495

Arg Pro Glu Ile Pro Ser Phe Trp Leu Asn His Gln Gly Ile Gln Met
500

505

510

Val Cys Glu Thr Leu Thr Glu Cys Trp Asp His Asp Pro Glu Ala Arg
515

520

525

Leu Thr Ala Gln Cys Val Ala Glu Arg Phe Ser Glu Leu Glu His Leu
530

535

540

Asp Arg Leu Ser Gly Arg Ser Cys Ser Glu Glu Lys Ile Pro Glu Asp
545

550

555

560

Gly Ser Leu Asn Thr Thr Lys
565

50

What is claimed is:
3. The polynucleotide of claim 1, wherein the polynucle1. An isolated polynucleotide compnsmg a nucleotide
otide is DNA
sequence, or its reverse complement, wherein:
4. The polynucleotide of claim 3, wherein the polynuclethe nucleotide sequence encodes a mutant form of a TGF~
otide is an expression vector which expresses a mutant form
receptor RII;
55 of RII.
the nucleotide sequence comprises at least one mutation;
5. A cell transfected with the expression vector of claim
and
4.
the mutation is selected from the group consisting of a two
6. A nucleotide probe which hybridizes with the nuclebase pair insertion of GT which occurs in a six base pair
otide sequence according to claim 1, but does not hybridize
repeat sequence GTGTGT corresponding to nuclewith the nucleotide sequence of a wild-type RII under the
otides 1931-1936 of SEQ ID NO:10, a deletion of one 60
same conditions.
A base pair from a ten base pair poly A sequence
7. An isolated polynucleotide comprising a nucleotide
corresponding to nucleotides 709 to 718 of SEQ ID
sequence, or its reverse complement, wherein:
NO:10, and a deletion of two A base pairs from a ten
the nucleotide sequence encodes a mutant form of a TGF~
base pair poly A sequence corresponding to nucleotides
receptor RII;
709 to 718 of SEQ ID NO:10.
65
the nucleotide sequence comprises at least one mutation;
2. The polynucleotide of claim 1, wherein the polynucleotide is RNA
and
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40

the mutation is a point mutation of G to A at a position
the nucleotide sequence comprises at least one mutation;
corresponding to nucleotide 1899 of SEQ ID N0:10.
and
8. A nucleotide probe which hybridizes with the nuclethe mutation is a point mutation of G to A at a position
otide sequence according to claim 7, but does not hybridize
corresponding to nucleotide 1918 of SEQ ID N0:10.
with the nucleotide sequence of a wild-type RII under the s
10. A nucleotide probe which hybridizes with the nuclesame conditions.
otide sequence according to claim 9, but does not hybridize
9. An isolated polynucleotide comprising a nucleotide
with the nucleotide sequence of a wild-type RII under the
sequence, or its reverse complement, wherein:
same conditions.
the nucleotide sequence encodes a mutant form of a TGF~
receptor RII;
* * * * *

